
to be that whatever is good for the networks or the broadcast-
54

ers is also good for the public." Several attempts have been

made to show that broadcast industry pressure has been partic-

ularly successful when efforts have been made to reorganize

the FCC or redirect its policy. Examples include the attempt
55

by the Kennedy Administration to reorganize the FCC in 1961

and the FCC proposal to limit commercial broadcast advertising'
56

time in 1963.

,Other analysts who have been in agreement with the

industry pressure interpretation have been much less critical

of the role of the broadcast industry. For example, Bernard

Schwartz, who headed an investigation of regulatory oommission

in the fifties, has written that although there have undoubt-

edly been "constant efforts to influence the Commission":

The powers vested in the FCC are so
tremendous, giving it virtually un-
controlled life-and-death authority
over the broadcast industry, that
those engaged in broadcasting simply
cannot afford a Cqmmission that is
hostile to them.5(

Thus, while it is still the FCC-industry relationship that is

the focus of attention, the positions are reversed with the

Commission considered the dominant force determining the

direction of the broadcasting industry. A rationale for the

significance of this relationship is provided by James Landis

in his Renort on Regulatory Agencies to the President-Elect.

Here he notes that contacts between the FCC and industry

15



"are frequently productive of intelligent ideas" while contacts

with the public are "generally unproductive of anything except
58

complaint."

Another extra-regulatory influence that has received!

much attention in the literature has been the Congress. Krasnwir

and Longley argue that the FCC is preeminent among organiza-
59

tions subject to constant Congressional scrutiny. Further-

more, they consider matters to be complicated by the fact that

unlike the broadcasting industry, Congress is often rather

vague about what it actually wants from the Commission.

argue that consequently

One of the tasks of the FCC, then, is to
make crucial decisions when the wishes of
Congress are mite unclear, but the pressure
is very real.

This view has been supported by Laurence Laurent in his

duction to Newton Minow's Equal Time. Laurent considers the

frustrations of the FCC members who

They

intro-

may be admanished one day by the Chairman
of the Senate Commerce Committee for being
too aloof from members of the broadcasting

: industry . In the very next session the
same FCC member may be advisea by the very
same Congressman that he has p:otten4 00
close to the broadcasting industry."

Minow himself concurs with this position. He claims that while

serving as Chairman of the FCC he "heard from Congress as fre-

quently as television commercials flash across the screen."

Finally, Walter Emery, in his book Broadcastina. and Govern-

ment,criticizes the extent to which the FCC has been

16



"investigation-ridden" by the Congress and particularly by
63

the Commerce Committees in each House. While the recent

growth of the Office of Telecommunications Policy has begun

to shift some of the criticism of extra-agency governmental
64

influence to the executive branch, the Congress and the

broadcasting industry generally continue to be considered the

major external influences on FCC decision-making.

A second basis upon which the Commission has come

under critical scrutiny has come from tlose who concentrate

not upon external pressures on FCC activity, but rather on

its statutory indpendence. It is generally felt by these

analysts that independence tends to separate regultory agen-

cies such as the FCC from the support that it needs in order

to execute its policies with some measure of efficiency and

consistency. Following this line of thinking, Brinton has

argued that it is "isolation from presidential leadership

and control ... lack of continuous or effective legislative

guidance as well as

that has led to what he

1
the evident apprehension of the courts"

65
considers the failure of the FCC.

More significantly, according to him, it has contributed to

the removal of "significant issues of policy from the fullest
'66

possible public discussion and debate." Bernstein expresses.

a similar concern in his discussion of the tendency of inde-

pendent regulatory commissions to suffer a rapid "decay"

because, he claims, they are isolated by law from "energizing'

17
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67
sources of political suprort. He considers

the single most important characteristic
of regulation by commission ... the failure
to grasp the need for political support
and leadership for the success of regulation
in the public interest.5

A third major source of critical analysis has been

the internal policy and organization of the FCC. Some have

focused on the Commission's alleged attachment to the goal

of localism or the belief that broadcast stations should be

established in as many locations as possible with the con-

trol of both ownership and programming concentrated at the

local level. While one might very well argue that the stan-

dard of localism is actually a legislative mandate emanating

from both the Radio Act of 1927 and the Communications Act of'

1934 and therefore ought to be considered as simply another

source of Congressional Influence, most have treated it as

a goal to which the FCC has become inderendently attached.

This interpretation made by Roger Noll, Merton Peck and

John McGowan in their recent work Economic Aspects of Tele-

vision Rep-rlation. They argue that concern for localism has

limited the op-ortunities for achieving other values that the

Commission and policy analysts have considered to be desirable.

They claim that the standard of localism has hampered efforts

to achieve a diversified system of programming because it has

led the FCC to prohibit the establishment of regional stations
69

that might in fact be sources of such diversity. It is also



felt by the authors

has been one of the

because

that Commission attachment to localism

contributants to cross-media concentration

Often the most canable and eager local
groups seeking a television station
license has be a local newspaper or
radio station.('

Finally, they argue that the concept of localism has protected

the three network system and therefore restrained competition

by preventing the major group stations such as those controlled

by Metromedia and Group W (Westinghouse) from organizing into

71
a fourth major network. In a recent analysis of the FCC,

Wilson has basically concurred with this interpretation. He

claims that localism merely promotes "a certain bland same
72

ness."

Wilson can perhaps be more closely linked to another

internal factor that has also been prominent in the critical

analysis of Louis Jaffe. Both have argued that rather than

consider the Commission as industry oriented, it is best to

consider regulatory agencies like the FCC as "regulation-

oriented." According to Wilsoni

They are in the regulation business, and
regulate they will, with or without a

• rationale. If the agencies have been
'captured' by anybody, it is probably
by their staffs who have mastered the
arcane details of,;ate setting and
license granting.'-'

Other criticisms of the Commission's internal onera-

tions have more specifically focused on its failure to

19
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analytically develop long-range policies as well as the ability

to implement them in an efficient manner. This argument has

been particularly prominent in gOvernment analyses of the FCC

over the last 35 years.

In the first major governmental investigation of

the FCC conducted by the Presidential Committee on Administra-

tive Management, attenti=on was particularly concentrated on

what it claimed was the inability

ulate "integrated government

later, after an extensive

arrived at a similar conclusions

of the Commission to form-
74

policy." A little over a decade

investigation, the Hoover Commission

Th? Commission has been found to have
failed both to define its primary
objective intelligently and to make
many policy determinations required 75
for effective and expeditious administration.

The Hoover Commission study claimed that the inadequacies of

the FCC's staff has not

upon broadcast industry

has in addition to this

only forced the Commission to depend

engineers for data and advice, but it

contributed to a "lack of order, con-

tinuity, consistency, long-range planning and political sta-
76

ture in the commission itself." This emphasis upon the in-

ability to develop general policies and to administer them

efficiently was reemphasized by another

1951.. After brushing aside the argument

stem from ,the amount of work before it,

Presidential body in

that FCC difficulties

the President's

Communications Policy Board claimed that the Commission was

unable to



deal effectively with the workload before
it because it has not formulated the broad
policies to guide its decisions,, and thereby
expedite handling of cases 046 11

It should be noted that there has been no Presiden-

tial monopoly on explicit criticisms of the FCC from this per-

spective. A task force report to the Senate Commerce Committee

in 1958 (known as the "Bowles Report") arrived at similar

conclusions in concentrating upon what it considered to be a

Commission tendency toward expedience rather than efficiency
78

and consistency.

Three renorts commissioned by the Executive Branch

in the 1960s have followed the pattern of their predecessors

in respect to the FCC. Reporting to President-Elect Kennedy,

the Landis Commission viewed the FCC as unable to deal with

its problems efficiently, in both the long and short term for

it is "incapable of policy planning" as well as of "disposing
79

within a reasonable period of -ime the business before it."

Two years later, a report of the Booz, Allen, and Hamilton

organization, sponsored by the Bureau of the Budget, arrived

at similar conclusions. While the report is critical of the

lack of Congressional funding for the FCC, it focused partic-

ularly upon the lack of rational administration in the Commi-

ssion. It concluded that

Ensuing years will see the Commission
engage in an increasingly futile attempt
to meet its statutory responsibilities
unless, by conscious effort, it is able to
establish more clearly its objectives and

21
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criteria, to obtain sunport requisite to
its towering responsibilities, and to
maximize the efficiencyoof its admini-
strative machinery ... j̀

A few years later, a Johnson Administration Task Force focused

more specifically on what it considered to be a failure on the

part of the FCC to develop an analytic capability. It pointed

out that despite internal reorganization and the incorpora-

tion of computer facilities, the Commission still lacked the

capacity for analysis of major issues
having technical, economic and regula-
tory policy dimensions, even when these
issues are central to its regulatory

responsibilities.

Two recent examples of this line of criticism have

come from the Nixon Administration, The 1971 report of a

Presidential Council chaired by Roy Ash was critical of the

Commission's reliance on what the Ash Council considered

piecemeal decision-making procedures particularly the extent

to which the Commission focused on individual cases rather_
82

than on general policy-making. A final example is contained

in a 1972 report issued by the newly created Office of Tele-

communications Policy. It focused, as did the Roosevelt Admin-

istration report in 1937, on the lack of policy formulation

by the FCC:

The Commission has publislled no formal
statement of its telecommunications
objectives, relying instead on the
pronouncement in the (Communications)
Act. Whereas it has issued policy state-
ments in a few specific instances, it
has no telecommunications policy per se
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These examples are typical of the conclusions that

government studies have produced on the FCC. They indicate the

extent to which the Commission has been consistently criticized

for what is considered to be an inability to analytically de-

velop goals, turn them into policy formulations and efficient-

ly implement them.

- Criticism from this perspective has not been limited

to government analyses. This is particularly evident in a

recent analysis of television station ownership by Cherington,

Hirsch. and Brandwein. The authors focus in part on the failure

of the FCC to derive criteria from analytical rather than a

nriori grounds:

the FCC, even when it may have recognized
the derivative nature of guidelines and
specific critieria, either did not clearly
trace these derivative elements from what
should have been its basic policy objectives-
or imperfectly traced them on a priori grounds
rather than on analytical and statistical
grounds. "4.

Similar conclusions are reached by a6liwirtz as well as by

Friendly. The former criticizes the Commission for failing to
85

implement even those few policies that it has established,

while the latter concludes his critique with the assertion

that "... the Commission need not have drifted quite so help-
86

lessly for twenty-eight years."

The above series of criticisms directed at the FCC

.areirilicative of why I earlier considered comments to the effect

that the Commission is generally "under the gun" to be perhaps
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somewhat understated. These criticisms have often linked an

alleged performance failure on the part of the FCC to quite

contrary sources. On the one hand, we have seen some arguing

that the Commission is ineffective because it is excessively

dependent on particular interests such as the major commercial

broadcasters and the Congress. On the other hand, some argue

that the FCC's problems are rooted in its lack of ties to im-

portant sources of support, i.e., it is too independent. One

cannot at times avoid the impression that the critics are speak]

ing about different organizations. One problem, as I see it,

is that analysts have often concentrated on judging the FCC

from a particular perspective on how the Commission should

operate. Assessments of FCC performance are often made on the

basis of rational assumptions about the processes by which it

pursues or fails to pursue particular objectives of the analyst.

Thus, it may be that those who see excessive dependence are

viewing the FCC as failing to optimize its regulatory or con-

trol function, while those who focus on its independence do so

because they see the Commission as failing to maximize its

promotional function (e.g., fostering industry growth). While

t.,ere is no doubt real value in looking at the ways in which

the FCC does or does not m'easure up against a desired standard

arguments about what the agency ought to be doing have clouded

serious attempts to understand precisely what the Commission

is doing and how it is going about doing it. Before one can

begin discussing what the Commission ought to be doing, it i
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necessary to first develop a model which avoids explicit

assumptions about rational processes and specific values.

It is unfortunate that an analysis of major approach-

es to understanding the operation of organizations such as the

FCC leads one into difficulty in any attempt to find perspec-

tives which do not incorporate explicit assumptions about ra-

tional organizational behavior. Typical of the statements made

in attempts to provide some theoretical underpinning to the

analysis of the FCC is the following one by Noll, Peck, and

McGowan in which the primary assumption to be made is that

the FCC's decisions are the result of
rational, optimizing behavior. Given the
information avPilahle to them, commissions

attempt through their de03sions to maximize
some objective function.'

It is my contention that assuming that the Commission has an

explicit objective, the attainment of which it seeks to opti-

mize or maximize actuallyglosses over what very well may be

an important characteristic of the FCC, i.e., that it may not

actually have explicit objectives and does not operate in an

optimizing fashion. An approach that may help us to deal with

this problem is discussed at greater length below following

an outline of possible approaches that are based on the liter-

ature that has just been reviewed.



Four Apnroaches to Comn%irative Anallsis: Introduction

The critical analyses that have just been reviewed

are suggestive of bases for comparing the processes that have

been involved in the four case studies. What follows is a more

explicit discussion of four approaches that might be considered

in comparing processes across these cases. The first three

perspectives under discussion are clearly derived from the

critical literature on the Commission and are generally based

on what I consider rational assumptions about organizational

processes. The fourth or cognitive model is one that does not

include such rational assumptions and is the one that is hypo-

thesized to be useful for comparing processes in the four cases.

It is important ot preface this discussion with the statement

that in outlining possible approaches for this comparison of

decisional processes. I do not intend to set up a system of

categories t at might lead me to prejudge the data. They are

suggestive of possible ways to explain the activity of the

FCC in the four cases that comprise this comparative analysis.
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The Rational Actor Arrroach

-

The first approach has carried many labels. A few

of these are discussed below in order to better understand the

fundamental characteristics of the approach. Following this,

possibilities are suggested for anplying this perspective

to this comparison of decisional processes.

Allison has characterized this approach as the

"rational-actor" paradigm. He develops it in the context of his

the so-called "Cuban Missilanalysis of decision-making during

Crisis":

the point of an explanation is to show
how the nation or government could have
chosen to act as it did, given the strategic
problems it faced. ... if the nation nerformed
an action of this sort, it must have had a
goal of this type. ... Predictions about
what a nation will do or would have done are
generated by calculating the rational thing
to do in a certain situation, given specified
objectives.

Thus the focal unit for the purposes of analysis is treated

as an individual attempting to maximize the attainment of

specific objectives.

Simon has discussed this approach in terms of what
2

he calls the "means-ends schema" or the application of

logically connected tactics to a hierarchy of goals:

In the process of decision those alternatives
are chosen which are considered to be
appropriate means for reaching desired ends.
Ends themselves, however, are often merely
instrumental to more fin,A1 objectives.
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We are thus led to the conception of a
series, or hierarchy, of ends. Rationality
has to do with the construction of means-
ends chains of this kind.'

This process of logically applying means to ends

has been characterized by Katz and Kahn as "machine theory"

because those who defend its explanatory usefulness argue,

at least implicitly, that

just as we build a mechanical device with
given sets of specifications for accomplish-
ing a task so we construct an organization
according to a4blueprint to achieve a
given purpose.

Attention is generally concentrated on the specialization of

organizational tasks, the standardization of roles and the
5

integration of decision-making power.

Steinbruner has termed this approach the "analytic

paradigm" and attempts to apply it along with other perspec-

tives to decision-making on the once-proposed Multilateral

Force. Employing the image of the "blueprint" that is often

used in discussing this approach, he considers the basic

process to be one one of decomposing problems into components

and evoking a deliberate procedure to reach a decision. Of

primary importance in this procedure is the reduction of

possible action states to a comparable metric. Thus, an

optimal solution is sought under given constraints through

direct calculation. Cost-benefit analysis is discussed as an
6

application of this approach.

To summarize, according to the "rational-actor"



perspective, the organization is considered to be a consistent

unit that attempts to maximize the attainment of a particular

value or values after having translated a specific collection

of objectives into a preference set and after having assessed

the consequences of each component of that set. It is assumed

therefore, that the organization is an integrated unit that

has particular ends before it and actively seeks out the best

possible ways to achieve those ends by rationally assessing

the value of every alternative means.

How would one apply this perspective to the processe

that have characterized FCC decision-making in the four cases

under analysis? One way would be to determline a particular

value or hierarchy of values that the Commission has generally

considered to be desirable and assess the extent to which

decision-making in these cases has been characterized by a ra-

tional assessment of a variety of alternatives for attaining

that value or set of values. For example, some have considered

a localized system of broadcasting to be the primary standard

by which the Commission has rendered decisions. Has this value

been prominent in the decision-making on FM radio, UHF, cable,

and subscription television? Can we, as Allison suggests

"reconstruct" the process of activity in each of these cases

to show that the FCC generally sought to maximize the develop-

ment of stations in as many localities as possible with con-

trol of ownership and programming decentralized to the local

29



level? The task then is to isolate a particular value, such

as localism, or set of values, such as localism and a diver-

sity of proaram content, and show that an attempt to attain

them is the most useful way to compare decision-making

processes across eases.

30



The Internal View

The second basis for making process comparisons

can be considered as an outgrowth of a problem that has been

linked to the first. The problem stems from the fact that the

rational-actor view is derived from consideration of the org-

anization as a consistent unit. It is argued that this assump-

tion ignores the extent to which individuals within the organ-

ization are differentially attached to its values. As Katz and

Kahn write in their critique of "machine theory":

The concepts paid little attention to the
subsystems of organization with their
differential dynamics and their own
interchange within the organization. Each
subsystem in the process of interchange
codes and filters its inputlaccording
to its own characteristics.

In other words, from this perspective, one must consider the

ends of sub-units such as particular bureaus or those of

individual members themselves. An organization comes to be

viewed less as a monolith and more as a loose coalition of

units that attempt to maximize the attainment of somewhat

different values.

One esnecially good development of this approach is

ifresented in Anthony Downs' work Inside Bureaucracy. Downs

argues that the efficient internal coordination that is often

assumed as a constant in "rational-actor" analyses is in

actuality rarely present because

31
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While

the very nature of large organizations
creates a number of obstacles that
prevent efficient spontaneous coor-
dination. These obstacles fall into two
major categories: conflicts of interest and
technical limitations. ... The need to reduce
such conflicts to an acceptable level give
rise to hierarchical authority structures.'

the development of hierarchy helps to alleviate conflictis

over differing interests as well as such technical limitations

3
as the maldistribution of information, it also tends to gen-

erate different types of role behavior at different levels

in the hierarchy. Downs develops a typology of officials that

is based on the "nature of the position" that is occupied by

the official who seeks convenience and security in his.posi-

tions

The middle levels of a bul'eau hierarchy
normally contain higher proportions of
conservers ... such conservers as ex-
climbers unable to rise higher, "natural"
conservers at the peaks of their careers,
and middle-aged officials who have lost
their youthful energy.

One source of explaining FCC behavior, therefore, may be

traced to differences among officials along the hierarchy

of authority. This very point is made by Noll who claims that

the Commission is biased against innovation because of just

such a preponderance of middle level "conservers" in its ranks.

Another basis from which to understand decision-

making processes from the internal view is based on differing

interests that can develop from the vertical differentiation

of the organization or the division of tasks as opposed to
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the division of authority. The literature on organizations is

replete with statements on the benefits of specialization.

Many classic acronyms, such as Luther Gulick's POSDCORB, have

developed as a means of recalling the "proper" way to obtain

6
the best form of pnecialization. It is evident from recent

studies.such as Chandler's comparative analysis of the devel-

opment of major American business firms, that no optimum

mode is possible since any form of task division involves

costs. This is true whether such divisions are based on func-

tional or substantive criteria, as well as whether they are

tightly coordinated in a centralized structure (e.g., the

Ford Motor Co.) or decentralized in a Quasi-market divisional

arrangement (e.g., General Y,otors). One primary basis for 
this

assertion is the fact that specialization tends to breed loy
al-

ties to the particular assigned task that are often detrimen-

tal to the achievement of general organizational goals.

The FCC has had two major shifts in its form of

vertical specialization which can be traced to this factor.

Until 1938 the Commission was organized on a divisional basis

with different Commissioners and staff assigned to distinct

functions such as broadcasting, common carrier, and mobile

services. After that year the Commission was reoreanize
d on a

departmental basis (legal, technical, etc.) in order 
to allow

all Commissioners to take part in decisions inv
olving commun-

ications regulation, thus allegedly preventing the deve
lopment



of distinct allegiances to particular functions. Finally in

the early fifties, the Commission followed the recommendations

of the Hoover Commission and reorganized on the basis of func

tional divisions among bureaus. Today the Commission is organ-

ized into five bureaus: Common Carrier, Broadcast, Cable

Television, Safety and Special Radio Services, and Field

Engineering.

To summari7e: in order to apply the internal view

to this analysis, one would look for the influence of sub-

units within the Commission attempting to achieve particular

values,

Before turning to the third perspective to be

considered, it is important to note a similarity between the

internal and rational-actor approaches. As has been pointed

out, the latter treats the organization as a unit that seeks

to maximize one or more values. While the internal approach

differs from this in that the organization is considered not

as a consistent unit, but as a loose coalition, it does treat

the elements of this coalition as rational-actors attempting

to achieve what may be donflicting standards. This common

thread of value-optimization running through these two per-

snectives is also contained in a third approach which focuses

on the organizational context.

314,



The Organizational Context 
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While the above two approaches differ to the extent

that attention is directed to internal organizational dimen-

sions, both are also similar in that they focus attention on

the organization as the center of explanation. Thus, whether

the Commission is treated as a rational actor or as a loose

coalition of actors, the basis of explanation continues to be
1

the organization itself. Haas and Drabek, among others, con-

sider this to be a significant weakness of these perspectives:

organizations are viewed as existing in
a vacuum. External environments, as constraint

systems, which might serve as sources of

change, are not mentioned. Organizational
change is viewed as originating with internal
decision-making given stated objectives.
External pressures for change exerted at
varied leyels within the organizations are
excluded.

A third approach that has been suggested in the literature is

to consider the significance of the relationship between the

FCC and those organizations that are within its environment.

It has been only recently that analysts of organ-

izational behavior have explicitly begun to recognize the

significance of the organizational context for understanding
3

the behavior of the focal organization. Furthermore, the pri-

mary focus of many of these analysts has been on the forms of

technology in the immediate environment of the organization.

Technology has been considered as the chief determinant of the:

structural characteristics that define the organization as well
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as the behavior of its members. Another possibility is to

consider the environment not as a form of technology, but as

a set of organizations that interact with the organization of

primary concern. According to this approach, one considers the

interaction of external organizations with the FCC in making

comparisons of the processes that have led to the attainment

of specific outcomes.

Such external organizations include other govern-

mental organizations that are concerned with the regulation of

broadcasting. Among these are the Congress, particularly the

Commerce Committees in each House, the Executive, particularly
1

through the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy,

the Department of Justice, especially the Antitrust Division,

and the Departments of State, Defense, and H.E.W., as well

as various branches of state and local govern-ents. In additiop

to these are industry organizations such as the three major

broadcasting networks, multiple station owner groups, the

National Association of Broadcasters, and the National Cable

Television Association, among others. Finally, foundations,

commissions, and so-called "public interest" groups are also

considered among contextual organizations.

It is important to recognize that the organizational

context perspective opens up areas that extend beyond a con-

cern for the extent to which a particular organization is

constrained, or, in the language that is commonly employed to

36
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describe the FCC, "captured" by other organizations. While this

area is an interesting one to consider, and no doubt popular

among critics, it is also one that is perhaps somewhat overly

simplistic.

One can consider it to be overly simplistic on two

counts. First, it fails to deal with the extent to which the

focal organization attempts to develop a constituency relation-

ship with organizations in its environment. In other words, is

it not equally important to consider the possibility that an

organization like the FCC actively seeks out its environment

by investing in an administrative constituency? Among the few

suggestions for considering this perspective is that of Hunt-

ington in his analysis of the Interstate Commerce Commission:

If an agency is to be viable, it must
adapt itself to the pressures form sources
so as to maintain a net preponderance of
political sup7ort over political opposition.
It must have sufficient support to maintain
and, if necessary, expand its statutory
authority, to protect it against attempts
to abolish it or subordinate it to other
agencies and to4secure for it necessary
appropriations.

Thus, this perspective suggests that one not only consider

outside influence as a possible basis for understanding deci-

sion-making processes in the four cases, but also the extent

to which the Commission actively seeks out that environment

as a basis of support.

A second basis for considering the organizational

constraint model to be overly simplistic is the fact that it

37
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focuses upon one relationship: that between the organization

under analysis and those in its environment. It ignores the

extent to which relationships among the latter influence the

focal oraanization. In other words, one might inquire into the

extpnt, to which the relationship between major commercial

broadcasters and the House Commerce Committee influences FCC

decision-making on broadcast innovations rather than simply

deal with the broadcaster-FCC or Congress-FCC relationships.

Such a perspective has been suggested by Emery and Trist in

their analysis of an industrial firm that declined significant-.

ly due to a failure to appreciate changing relationships
6

among organizations in its environment. Thus, particularly

in an environment that is undergoing rapid change and becoming

more complex, factors within that environment over which an

organization has little control or even little knowledge may

interact to cause significant changes.

The organizational context approach expands the

basis of understanding decisional processes beyond the bounda-

ries of the organization that formally makes decisions. It

does so first by suggesting that we look into the extent to

which external constraint is a key element in those processes.

Secondly, it leads us to consider whether the need for the fo-

cal organization to invest in a potentially supportive environ-

ment !s a factor. Finally, it .suggests that we consider the

changing relationships among forces comprising that environment



in the analysis of decisional processes. In these ways it

provides an alternative to the rational-actor and internal

approaches.

It should also be understood, however, that the

organizational context perspective shares an important element

in common with these two views. Like the others it assumes

that units seek to maximize the attainment of values. While

the set of units is different, i.e., a group of organizations

as oprosed to a single one or parts of one, it still assumes

rational maximization in the decision-making process.

perspective, one which forms the basis of my hypothesis on

comparing processes across cases, differs from the others in

that it is an attempt to understand organizational behavior

without including such assumptions about rationality.

The fourth
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The Cormitive Persnective

LeDuc has summarized well most of the literature on
1

the FCC when he termed it "eminently rational." He claims

that there is one "thread" linking a number of studies of

the FCC:

_ it has been the nearly universal condem-
nation of its efficacy2in formulating
communications -policy.

A good deal of evidence has been presented to support this

view. Yet, LeDuc appears to understate the case. For one can

probably show that indeed most studies of organizations in gen-

eral can be considered "eminently rational." As has been sug-

gested recently by Steinbruner:

The most frequently used theories of
collective decision in a political
context are }Rased upon analytic
aasumptions.'

He points to such analysts as Marx and Freud, whose views were

vastly divergent in many areas, but whose fundamental assump-

tions were nevertheless the same: "an actor proceeds rationally
L.

once his values are set."

Why has this been so? Why has it been that for many

years the extent of the changes that have been made in funda-

mental assumptions about the way in which organizations operate,

have been variations on the rational perspective? It is not

my purpose to engage in a detailed intellectual history of the

subject. Such a detour would take us into areas such as the



debate over Kuhn's argument on the tendency of particular

paradigms to remain dominant desnite a decline in their
5

apnlicability. While this is a fascinating area of inquiry,

it is not useful for my analysis to directly off into it.

Nevertheless, I think that two factors are well

worth discussing in order to better understand both the

alternative approach that is to be suggested as well as how

it is to be applied.

One important reason why explanations based upon

the rational approach have maintained their dominant position

is suggested by Steinbruner. He argues that the idea of ration

ality has all too frequently been linked "in our habits of

mind" with the concept of adaptation. The result is that

the only evidence against rationality thus
becomes behavior which seems obviously mal
adaptive. Since adaptation is so closely
related to survival itself, maladaptive behavior
is nerforce a rare event. The slowness to
challenge rational assumptions in any radical
way seems closely related to this association
with adaptation.'

One of the basic values of the cognitive model is that it

provides us with a means to use the notion of adaptation with-

out connecting it to the concept of rationality.

Another important factor, related to the above one,

is that it takes more than conjecture about alternative pos-

sibilities to bring about a shift in underlying assumptions.

Arrow has recently suggested that it is a preponderance of

"coercive fact" that is in reality "more persuasive than any
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7
speculation about potential benefits from change." Since the

rational perspective has been so closely linked to the idea

of adaptation, it has been difficult to find a way in which to

break the tautology that develops from such a link with "coer-

cive facts." Explanations are often simply not subject to

falsification.

_ The idea that coercive fact is more important than

sreculation about alternatives in bringing about change is

instructive not only for understanding the lack of change in

modes of explanation used by analysts, but also in explaining

the lack of change in the general strategies used by organiza-

tions. It is suggested here, and discussed at greater length

below, that it may be a lack of perceived "coercive facts"

which explains why the FCC has not shifted its own broadcast-

ing strategy despite a good amount of speculation about al-

ternatives.

The link between the rational approach and adapta-

tion, as well as the lack of impact of speculation about

alternatives have contributed to the continued significance
8

of what Steinbruner calls the analytic approach. However, he

argues that this approach is increasingly coming under severe

strain and may be giving way to an alternative perspective.

He claims that this emanates from an increasing concern with

the inability of the analytic approach to prove useful in

dealing with complex decision problems. I now explore this

claim made by Steinbruner and others, as well as sur,c-est ways



in which an alternative approach can prove more useful.

One important reason why the analytic aurroach is

proving difficult to use is because it assumes an infinitely

open organizational agenda. In other words, the analytic

perspective takes for granted the ability of organizations to

consider all relevant factors. Thus, for example, if the FCC

perceived a problem to exist in the broadcasting system, it

would be assumed that the Commission would conduct a compre-

hensive search for rotential solutions to this problem. The

analytic apnroach is generally at a loss to deal with the

failure to undertake such a search, or, more generally, the

failure to consider all relevant variables. Arrow has recently

referred to this in his analysis of problems associated with

what he calls "maximization theory":

In classical maximizing theory it is
implicit that the values of all relevant
variables are at all moments under con-
sideration. All variables are therefore
agenda of the oraanization, ... On the other
hand, it is a commonplace of everyday
observation that the difficulty of arranging
that a potential decision variable be
recognized as such may be a6eater than that
of choosing a value for it.

One of the central characteristics that is considered in

comparing the four cases is the problem that each has had

in finding t place on the FCC agenda..

The organizational agenda is not the only item

whose uncertainty is often ignored under the analytic para-

digm. This annroach Fererally conceives of uncertainty in a



narrow way. It is assumed that an inference structure can be

imposed on a decision-making problem with variables that are

reduceable to a comparable metric. It is furthermore general

ly assumed that the range of possible outcomes is known in

advance and that the rules governing the problem area are

specifiable and stable. The only matters that are left to the

decision-maker are the determination of the particular values

to be maximized and the calculation procedure. However, exper

ience with organizations has made it clear that a set of

assumptions such as these makes it very difficult to under-

stand many of the problems that organizations come up against.

As Steinbruner indicates:

the imposition of enough structure on the
situation, so that possible outcomes can
be described and their probabilities of
occurrence estiTRted is itself a matter
of uncertainty.'

The entire process of structuring a complex problem is con-

sidered to be subject to much uncertainty rather than to

explicit guidelines. This is particularly true of the complex

problems that often comprise the work of organizations. By

complex problems, I specifically refer to the following

characteristics:

1. The central variables of the problem may take

a multiplicity of possible values.

2. Problems are embedded in structural uncertainty,

i.e., an imperfect correspondence between the information
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available to the organization and its actual environment;

3. The decision-making power is dispersed among
11

several parties.

Because these factors are so often an integral part of the

decision-making process, the analytic apnroach provides an

insufficient basis for explanation. It is necessary to build

an approach for understanding how organizational processes

develop in response to complexity. One might argue from this

for example, that in certain situations a struc-

imposed on an area of decision-making not so

solution

perspective,

ture will be

much because of its usefulness for reaching an optimal

to a specific problem, but rather in order to resolve the

uncertainty of a complex situation. This imposed structure

may be rooted in a strong preconceived belief in the kind of

outcome that is in some sense proper or may emanate merely

from a long-established technique for simplifying complex

problems. These possibilities derive from a consideration of

the cognitive approach. It is valuable for the social scientist

because it provides a way to consider organizational beliefs

as perhaps other than goals to be achieved in an optimally

rational way. For the policy maker, it provides a way to con-

sider organizational processes that do not appear to be clear-

ly rational as at least other than "deviant" and hence to be

rejected as unproductive for achieving desired outcomes.

My conception of the cognitive approach is derived



in large measure from Steinbruner's formulation as well as

from a recent work by Arrow. It is to a great extent based

on questioning matters that are considered assumptions under

the various analytic approaches outlined above. An overview

of the cognitive approach is presented now and it is applied

to the four cases in ensuing sections.

_ Among the central assumptions of the cognitive

approach is the recognition that the information-handling

ability of organizations is a scarce commodity. While in the

analytic perspective it is assumed that organizations can

deal with all relevant material, the cognitive approach leads

us to recognize that organizations are limited in their abilit

to search for and process relevant information. This limitatio

is even more pronounced under the conditions of complexity

outlined above. There is thus a cost to the organization for

its information processing activities. To deal with such costs

organizations typically develop a set of rules or codes to

govern the way in which informationlis handlede In other words

it develops working assumptions about the areas that are to

be considered legitimate sources of relevant information and,

in addition, develops procedures for processing it. It is

important to recognize, however, that the very process of

establishing such a set of assumptions involves costs. As

Arrow has noted:

Drawing up rules to take care of all possible
relevant contthgencies is itself highly

1+6



costly in terms of effort and in particular
of information, namely, information about
the range of p92sible contingencies and
their effects.

Thus, there are costs attached not only to the processing

of information, but also to the development of rules to

expedite such processing. Because of these costs, organization

generally limit the procedure for developing rules, and, in

addition, impose limits on the processing of information.

One way in which limitations are developed is by

relying on the set of rules or working assumptions that were

established early in the organization's history. By following

patterns set in its formative years, an organization avoids

the costs of shifting its code. Arrow points to this in his

discussion of the centrality of history for understanding

organizational nrocesses:

• history matters. The code is determined
in accordance with the best expectations at
the time of the firm's creation. Since the
code is part of the organization's capital.
• the code of a given organizt;ion will be
modified only slowly over time.

Why is it only modified slowly, if at all? Arrow provides an

answer with his economic metaphor. He considers the process of

code formation

an irreversible capital accumulation for the
organization. It follows that organizations,
once created, have distinct identities, because
the costs of changing the codelare those
of unanticipated obsolescence.

Thus, a first important notion that is derived from the

ssumntion of a scarcity of information processing ability is



that organizations rely on historically established codes for ;

accomplishing their tasks. These codes help to define not

merely the procedures to be used, but the ways in which prob-

lems are perceived and the areas in which solutions are sought.

This last notion leads us to a second important

insight. Because of the costs attached to the processing of

information, the search for solutions to perceived problems

is generally conducted in the area of established information

channels. For, as Arrow notes, it is

cheaper to open certain information
channels rather than others in ways
connected with these abilities and this
knowledge. Thus, an explorer in hitherto
unknown territory will find it easier to
explore new areas near to those he has
already covered. Geographical nropinquity
is but a snecial case. It is cheaper to
proceed to the chemical analysis of coin-15
pounds similar to those already studied.

The point is that once one recognizes that there are signifi-

cant costs associated with organizational search, it is easie

to understand organizational behavior that is difficult to

comprehend under the analytic approach. It becomes clearer

why organizations continue to perceive problems in certain

ways and continue to concentrate on specific areas for the

solution to these problems even when it becomes apparent that,

problems should perhaps be perceived differently and solutions

sought in new areas. Citing the example of the investment

analyst, Arrow argues that

The fact that information has a strong



capital component means that once an investor
has chosen a selected list of securities, he
will stay within that group, because additional
information about the same is cheaper than
acquiring the initial information about other 16
securities needed to begin meaningful analysis.

There are two major sources of increased costs linked to a

shift in the organizational code. One is derived from the

costs of investing in the establishment of a new code. The

other, perhaps less obvious, is derived from the early obso-

lescence of the original code.

It is important to understand, however, that what

is being argued is not that the strategy outlined here is the

most efficient way in which to deal with organizational prob-

lems. On the contrary, it is often a very inefficient way to

proceed, at least in terms of meeting general organizational

goals. This is particularly true in situations characterized

by a good deal of complexity. Arrow's discussion of the mili-

tary is most instructive here:

Research and development on military weapons
is, in the present era, an important auxiliary
service. But it tends to be run by men who
think in military terms and therefore exnect
coordination of achievements at predictable
time points in the future. In fact, of course,
predictable research and development are prime
examples of information-gathering with a
considerable deEree of uncertainty, and achieve-
ments are certainly not nredictable. As a
result the precisely laid ouIr7timetables are
dramatically unfulfilled

The reason that timetables are unfulfilled is that the

cognitive structure within which the military operates
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makes it difficult for it to deal with the complexities of

unpredictable tasks. Efficiency is lost because new information

is filtered in through preconceptions that organizations have

established over time. This is the point where the work of

Arrow and Steinbruner meet. Arrow establishes the reasons why

organizations stay within the bounds of historically established

perspectives. Steinbruner develops this further, particularly

by pointing to the results of this pattern for organizations

that operate within environments characterized by a high de-

gree of complexity.

Steinbruner argues that organizations respond to

complexity in a number of ways that are difficult to under-

stand when operating from analytic assumptions. The following

are some of the response patterns that are important for the

purposes of this analysis.

1. Organizations typically respond to complexity

by imposing a structure upon it rather than by using proba-

bilistic methods of an objective or subjective type. The goal

is to eliminate the uncertainty of variety by developing a

set of simple rules in order to act in the face of great com-

plexity. According to Steinbruner, the organization

constantly struggles to impose clear,
coherent meaning on events, uses categorical
rather than probabilistic judgments in doing
so, and thus expects to anticipate outcomes
exactly rather than having to asjogn proba-
bilities to a range of outcomes."

Thur„ trade-off arnears to be made. In return for its



ability to act in some consistent way despite the complexity,

the organization becomes less open to new sources of informa-

tion. The organization essentially avoids the complexity by

operating within the confines of its simplified cognitive

structure.

2. Organizations generally ignore information that

does not conform to this cognitive structure. Rather than

being engaged in a process of constantly reevaluating its

preference set in the light of new data, organizations avoid

the potential uncertainties that such new data may bring.

As Steinbruner well argues:

900 uncertainty control entails highly
focused sensitivity. Since the response
sequences adjust to a very narrow range
of information, most incoming information
will be shunted aside, having no effect.
This decision-maker is not calulating
alternative outcomes and will also not be 19
broadly sensitive to pertinent information.

3. Organizations also attempt to avoid the value con-

flicts that are characteristic of the complex problem. An

example would be the response to the standard conflict over

deciding whether to pursue "guns" or "butter:" The response

is often enough a denial that such values are actually in

conflict with one another followed by an assertion that both

can be pursued at the same time.

4. A number of more subtle mechanisms exist which

assist organizational actors in the management of complexity.

The following are several prominent ones: 
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a. Images and Arguments from Analogy

These are well established notions which have been

used to structure similar situations in the past. An example

is that of falling dominoes in the so-called "domino theory."

According to Steinbruner, these conceptions

provide internal anchors around which
inference mechanisms og,the mind can atructure
ambiguous information.'

He argues that they are particularly useful because they

have strngth independent of direct evidence,
a strength which derives from the simplicity
and cohere21e of the inference structure they
imbody....

b. Inferences of Transformation 

The complexity of competing values is often dealt

with by splitting these values into short and long run com-

ponents. Thus, conflicts are avoided by claiming to pursue

one value for the short run, while relegating the other to

the long run. This has been a common tactic of the FCC for re-

sponding to innovations into the broadcasting market. As is

discussed below, the FCC typically considers innovations not

so• much in conflict with established broadcasting structures

as long-run possibilities to supplement the short-run estab-

lished system. Conflicts which might mean the gain of one

value at the expense of the other are transformed into equal-

ly favorable values within their respective time frames.

c. Inferences of Imnossibility

This is a mechanism by which complexity is avoided
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through the use of negative logic. As Steinbruner argues:

In formal systems of logic, an elaborately
constructed araument can be invalidated by
the discovery of a single contradiction.
Thus, an empirical generalization in math-
ematics, which might be based upon consider-
able positive evidence, cn, be destroyed by a
single negative instance.

As applied to organizations, one can argue that competing

claims are avoided by setting up a system whereby one piece

of negative evidence can be used to nullify these claims. This

is discussed below as a prominent aspect of the FCC's handling

of innovations, particularly that of frequency modulation

radio.

5. The final set of response patterns are modes of

thinking that are common within the cognitive perspective. It

is argued that organizational actors adopt characteristic modes

of thinking in order to deal with complexity which do not cofl-!

form to modes ex/Dected from actors operating within an analytic

are consideredframework. Two of these discussed by Steinbruner

in the analysis of the FCC.

a. Grooved Thinking

This mode provides the organizational member with a

way in which to simplify complex problems. It involves the

application of long established techniques to problems whether

or not the context of these problems has changed significantly.

This is basically a conceptualization of Arrow's notion that

organizations tend to consistently apply techniques that have



been long established in the processing of new information.

b. Theoretical Thinking

This is also a simplifying mode. However, it involves

not the application of established techniques, but rather the

imposition of historically developed beliefs to particular

problems. According to Steinbruner, it is one in which

the decision maker adopts very abstract and
extensive belief patterns, patterns which
are internally consistent and stable over
time and to whh he displays a great deal
of commitment.''

This is to some extent a conceptualization of Arrow's idea

that organizations consistently use established channels for

the processing of new information.

In sum, the cognitive perspective provides a way in

which to understand how the forces of history and complexity

affect the operation of organizations. More specifically, it

points to how organizations consistently utilize historically

established instruments to simplify the variety that a cm-.

plex environment presents. It provides a way in which to under.

stand behavior that is difficult to comprehend under the ana-

lytic assumptions of the rational-actor, internal, and context

ual approaches earlier considered. Before turning to a con-

sideration of how this perspective is to be specifically ap-

plied to the FCC's response to innovations into the broadcast-

ing market, two concluding points are made.

First, while my approach is, to a great extent,



dependent upon Steinbruner's recent formulation, it is impor-

tant to understand one area in which my approach deviates from

his conception. Steinbruner basically views the cognitive

model as grounded in psychological assumptions. Chief among

these is the assumption that individuals strive for cognitive

consistency. Thus, in the face of a complex environment,

Steinbruner argues that organizational actors relieve uncer-

tainty by applying a consistent structure to that environment.

In the case of the FCC's regulation of broadcasting, he might

argue that the FCC has developed a particular conception of

what the broadcasting system should be like, not from some

rational calculus or because of industry pressure, but in or-

der to relieve the psychological uncertainty of operating in

a complex environment. While I would agree with most of this

statement, I do not feel that it is necessary to accept the

latter component of his interpretation in testing the general

utility of the approach. One can instead argue, combining

notions of both Arrow and Steinbruner, that the conception

of the way the broadcasting system should operate is some-

thing that has developed from a number of historical precedents

and the pressure to simplify a complex environment in order to

operate, rather than from an assumed psychological need to

relieve uncertainty.

A second important point where Arrow's analysis pro-,

vides us with a more useful basis for applying the cognitive
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approach is in the area of understanding organizational change

This is one of the few areas in which Steinbruner's otherwise

very thorough analysis appears to be lacking. One cannot help

but get the impression from Steinbruner's argument that once

a particular cognitive structure is developed to simplify a

complex environment, there is no basis from which to conceive

of the organization changing that structure. While one of

Steinbruner's major contributions is the elaboration of argu-

ments for understanding why organizations avoid change, these

arguments make it difficult for us to conceive of change tak-

ing place. Arrow provides a way to deal with change within the

basic framework of Steinbruner's approach.

Arrow docs this by considering the significance of

"coercive facts":

the opnortunity benefit, that is, the
change in benefits due to a change in action,
may rise because of a decrease in the return
to the present, unexamined, action. In plain
language, we have a "crisis." In William James'
term, a "coercive fact" may be more nersuasive
than any s-)eculation about potential benefits
from change. The,Lnking of the Titanic led to
iceberg patrols.'

The point is that organizations generally change,

not from the development of alternative possiblities, but

rather from a perceived crisis situation. Speculation is

treated as excess variety which is avoided by the organizatior

in its attempt to deal with a complex enviroment by imposing

a simple cognitive structure upon it. It is generally only

those "coercive facts" that cannot be ignored which lead the

56
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organization to reevaluate its fundamental processes.

This argument is considered in the case of the FCC.

In particular, it is suggested that one reason why there is

an apparent consistency in the processes that characterize

the FCC's response to innovations into the broadcasting market

is the fact that the FCC membership has perceived no such

"coercive facts" or crises which would lead it to change,

despite a good deal of speculation about alternatives sugested

by proponents of broadcasting innovations.



Annlication of the Coqnitive Arnroach: General Considerations

It was noted earlier that the cognitive approach

provides for the policy maker a way to consider organizational

processes that do'not appear to follow from analytical assump-

tions as at least other than "deviant" and hence to be rejec-

ted as unproductive for achieving desired outcomes. I consider

this to be of particular importance because the few statements

in the literature on the FCC that implicitly refer to the

cognitive approach do so as part of a general criticism of the

FCC's failure to abide by the assumptions of the analytic frame-

work. For example, Coase is critical of the FCC's inability to

change, not because of external pressure or internal conflicts

but because as an organization it

must inevitably adopt certain policies and
organizational forms which condition its I
thinking and limit the range of its policies.

In a similar way, Borchardt has criticized the Commission

because he believes that while it recognizes the conflicting

values of participants, it

ordinarily closes its eyes to the polycentric
• nature of the conflicts arid treats them as
separate from each other.'

Criticism in this area has been particularly strong from

governmental organizations that have investigated the FCC.

The Hoover Commission criticized the FCC for having "failed ..

3
to define its primary objective." The Bowles Report accused
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the FCC of "indecision, lack of affirmative policy and incon-

sistency." Finally, the Landis Report charged that the FCC

"has drifted, vacillated and stalled in almost every major

5
area."

These statements are suggestive of the empirical

viability of considering the cognitive approach as a basis for

making cpmparisons among processes. However, since the state-

ments are made from a traditional analytic perspective, they

do not provide us with a theoretical alternathe- to that

perspective. In other words, evidence of a failure to define

standards, to be consistent, to deal with conflicts as inter-

connected, etc. are treated as deviations from a particular

conception of what constitutes a correct decision-making pro-

cess, rather than as attributes of an entirely different

approach. The value of the cognitive approach lies not only

in its ability to provide an independent theoretical basis

for comparing the above criticized processes, but also because

it assists in at least considering the possibility that under

conditions of structured complexity, such criticism, while

perhaps based on sound evidence, may be unproductive for mak-

ing sound policy.

The cognitive approach suggests that we consider a

series of historical precedents which establish a clear cog-

nitive primacy for a strategy ,that an organization uses in

approaching its task. It is surmised that it was such a series.



of historical develonments that has contributed to Commission

attachment to the view that AM radio and VHF television con-

stitute the rrimary bases for the American system of broadcast

ing.

Such precedents include the development of AM radio

into a national system not only before all of the innovations

that comprise my analysis, but also prior to the establishment

of the FCC. In addition, VHF television was established in

major markets before the advent of UHF commercial development,

and certainly before that of cable and subscription television'

It has been argued, particularly in the VHF case, that these

events are merely evidence of the power of interests support-

ing AM and VHF. I do not think that on balance the historical

record is supportive of this position and I discuss this in

detail when I turn to individual cases.

Further important historical developments are con-

cerned with problems that the FCC associated with the early

regulation of AM radio. In order to understand these problems

it is important to recognize that government regulation of

the broadcasting system -began as an attempt to lorirg order to

what was considered an increasingly chaotic system. The grow-

ing confusion developed because stations were using the same

spectrum area in the same communities and therefore interfer-

ing with one another. Most of the time spent by Herbert Hooverr

then Secretary of Commerce and responsible for radio regulation,
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was taken up with responding to complaints about technical
6

interference. According to Emery:

Typical of the complaints were those which
came as a result of two broadcasts in Wash-
ington. For three successive Sundays in 1922,
two stations in the Capitol City broadcast
services from these churches at the same time
on the same wave length. The result was anything
but heavenly.'

Regulation through the Federal Radio Commission thus began

because the nature of the radio spectrum requires the orderly

assignment of scarce space to stations.

Perhaps more importantly, it began in an environment

characterized by an anxious industry approaching a reluctant

government. Hoover considered it to be one of those rare situ-

ations in which the industry was practically united in its

eagerness for government regulation. Addressing the first of

several National Radio Conferences in 1922, he noted that:

This is one of the few instances that I
know of in this country where the public-
all of the people interested- are unani-
mously for an extension of regulatoryol
powers on the part of the government.'

This eagerness grew when court decisions in 1923 and 1926

severely restricted the regulatory power of the Secretary of

9
Commerce. By making the granting of licenses to every ap-

plicant mandatory and by limiting the Secretary's discretion-

ary authority solely to the selection of a wave length, the

possiblity for bringing order to the chaos of the air waves

under the existing regulatory system practically disappeared.
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This was changed somewhat with passage of the Radio

Act of 1927 and the establishment of the Federal Radio Commis-

sion. However, the latter was not to be an instrument of

complete government control over the broadcasting system. All

that the government would do is promote the orderly develop-

ment of the industry (i.e., AM radio broadcasting) by insuring

that the _system would not regress into the chaotic interfer-

ence that characterized the early days of broadcasting. It

would not assign stations to localities according to a pre-

arranged schedule, nor would it control the interconnection of

stations into networks. Such actions would entail excessive

government interference into a system that was intended to be

subject to free market competition. This is important because

it led to what were considered to be significant problems.

First, since stations developed in areas of high

population density where advertising revenues would be great-

est, many areas, largely rural, were deprived of service. The

FCC viewed this development with alarm when in its 1938 Annual;

Renort it noted that 8.1% of the total population and 38.5%

of the total land area in the U.S. were out of the "good-ser-

vice area of any standard broadcast station" for daytime ser-

vice and that for nighttime viewing the figures increased to
10

17.4% and 56.9% respectively. In 1939 the FCC once again

discussed the problem and considered these to be its chief

sources:
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limited assignments availble as compared to
the demand therefor, the economic factors
arising from the distribution of the poru-.
lation, particularly in the sparsely settled
areas, and the present state l lf technical
development of broadcasting.

A second development that was derived also, at least

in part, from a reluctance to regulate, was the increasing

control of stations by a few major interests, particularly

those rerresented by the major networks. This too was perceived

concerned with developmentl

in its "chain broadcasting

to be a problem. The Commission was

such as the following one expressed

study:

As of the end of 1938, less than 3 percent
of the nation total nighttime broadcasting
power was utilized by stations not affiliated

with one y2 +he other of these three network
companies.

Both the lack of rural service and the increasing control by

the networks helped lead to a more active regulatory role on

the part of the FCC. What was significant, beyond the fact

that it became active, was the channel into which that activitSr

was focused. While the Commission did not consider it possible'

to restructure an industry that it had helped to promote and

into which the American people had invested millions of dollars,

it could make certain that it would avoid these problems with

new media sources. For example, in tne case of FM radio, the

FCC not only developed a plan of station assignments, but it

also limited the power of individual stations in particular

markets. FM would help deal with the problems that emanated



from the Commission's free market policy toward AM. Similar

responses are explored in the UHF, CATV, and STV cases. Thus,

rather than attempting to deal with problems of the established

system through the promotion of innovations into that system, 
11

the FCC simply attempted to insure that these innovations

would not develop similar perceived problems.

A further historical fact of significance is that

certain innovations began as ancillary to already existing

systems. I am considering here primarily CATV which began as

a system to provide better reception of programming being

broadcast over the air. It began as ancillary not out of

explicit Commission policy, but because this was considered

by all concerned, including the operators of CATV systems, to

be its primary function, given the state of its technical

development.

It was thus a constellation of historical factors

which contributed to the placement of AM radio and UHF tele-

vision at the top of the FCC's conception of its regulatory

agenda. It is furthermore argued that neither the rational

selection of priorities on the part of the Commission, nor

its alleged capture by an industry monolith are among these

factors. Following my attempt to establish historical bases

for what the FCC considered to be of primary significance on

its agenda, I then discuss the significance of such "agenda

primacy." Here it is the cognitive ap-roach, through its con-
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organizations, which provides further help. By complexity, I

am referring chiefly to two characteristics of the FCC's work:

1. The FCC has always had a great deal of work, but

this amount has been accelerating over time relative to the

resources that are at the Commission's disposal to deal with

it.

2. Not only does the Commission have a quantitative-

ly large task, but in addition, much of its work is character-

ized by uncertainty about its role and the possi:ae consequen-

ces of its actions. In other words, since decision-making

responibility in this area is often vaguely assigned and since

there are many possible values that variables comprising the

decision-making process may take, uncertainty is systematical'

built into the Commission's task.

I suggest that it is these two factors that make it

extremely difficult for the FCC to continually revise its

agenda by considering innovations into the broadcasting market

other than relative totthe existing system.

By combining the ideas of historical precedent and

complexity, I posit the following as an outline of the most

useful interpretation of the processes that have characterized

FCC decision-making in the cases to be analyzed.

1. A series of historical events established AM

radio and VHF television as primary to the FCC's conception of

how the broadcasting system should operate. Considered in ugh
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of Arrow's earlier discussed notion on the premature obsole-

scence of the organizational code, one would expect significant

costs to the FCC to be attached to any shift of these items

out of their position of primacy. In other words, AM and VHF

are areas into which the FCC has invested its organizational

resources and any shift out of these areas would involve the

costs not only of investing such resources in new areas, but

also costs derived from the early obsolescence of the Commis-

sion's initial investment.

2. Furthermore, the amount of work that the FCC is

required to perform makes it even more costly for the Commis-

sion to take on the additional job of reassessing its agenda

by considering innovations as potential competitors for pri-

macy.

3. Another factor increasing these costs is the un-

certainty that characterizes the FCC's work. In other words,

since the Commission is often not certain about its power

to rearrange its agenda and since it cannot assess the proba-

bility that such a rearrangement would produce a more satis-

factory system, the costs of change become even more prohibi-

tive.

4. The Commission simplifies this complexity by

imposing a basic conception of how the system should operate

that is derived not from a calculated preference set, but

from its historically established agenda.



5. Speculation about alternative possiblities for

the broadcasting system does not carry the weight that severe

disruptions in the existing service would carry as an impetus

for change. While the former has abounded, the lack of the

latter or what was earlier referred to as "coercive facts"

makes it all the more dif.Ficult for the Commission to be open

to change.

6. The FCC avoids conflicts between competing systems

by splitting them up between short-term and long-term possibil-

ities. The established system is looked on as the short-term

solution, while innovations are considered as supplements to

the existing system or potential contributors "in the lona

run."

This general outline is discussed more specifically

now with reference to the four cases under analysis.
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The FM Radio Case 

The FM case involves a series of decisions that the

Commission has made on frequency modulation radio. The litera-

ture on the FCC's decision-making here is limited to case

studies that have generally been critical of the Commission's

rulings. It has been typically argued that the major influence

on the Commission in its FM rulings has been its alleged con-

cern for protecting the major AM broadcasters such as RCA and

CBS. For example, according to Krasnow and Longley:

The FCC was able to prevail largely because
its policies favored powerful, well-established
broadcasting interests pushing the development
of postwar television. The development of FM
broadcasting posed a trinle threat- to the
dominance of established AM stations and net-
works, to RCA's hones for quick postwarl
development of TV and to RCA's patents.

This point has been echoed by Edelman. In his analysis of

licensing practices from 1927-1947, he concludes that a

fundamental reason for FM's slow growth has
been the opposition of standard broadcast
licensees and other vested interests who
stand to lose financially by the estqlish-
ment of a new system of broadcasting.

It has been contended that the FM service was particularly

hurt by the FCC decision to shift FM from the original

spectrum space assigned to it to a new area in 1945. It has

been argued that this decision alone made 400,000 pre-war

FM receivers obsolete and is estimated to have necessitated

$75 million in exT)enditures solely for the cost of conversion

radio
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3
to the new spectrum space. It has been viewed also as a

source of irreperable harm to the potential for diversified

programming present in FM radio since many independent FM

broadcasters were forced to sell out their interests to large

commercial AM broadcasters due to prohibitive conversion costs.

These results are generally linked to pressure from the esta-

blished -radio broadcasting industry.

This interpretation is subjected to critical scrutiny

first by discussing the historical context out of which FM

radio emanated. Two factors, noted earlier in the general

overview, are particularly important here. In the 1930s the

Commission increasingly referred to the problems of both the

growing centralization of broadcasting power in the major net-

works and the concentration of radio stations in urban areas

with rural residents consequently receiving less service. A

context characterized by these problems would lead one to

believe that the Commission would have been most receptive to

FM, since the latter could provide both more competition

through the formation of new networks, as well as added service

to rural residents.

The FCC, however, proved to be less than receptive

to FM. One important component of my discussion of decisionall

processes in this case as well as in the others is the problem

of the innovation getting on the FCC's agenda. FM was developed

by Edwin Armstrong in the early 1930s. After a few years of

4



tests, Armstrong presented his new radio technique before the

Institute of Radio Engineers in 1935. He claimed that

the conclusion is inescapable that it is
technically possible to furnish a broad-
cast service over the primary areas of the
stations of the present-day broadcast
system which is very greatly superio to
that now rendered by these stations.'

While Armstrong's presentation was met with near unanimous

aprroaval, the FCC took little note of FM until late in the

decade. In 1935, the FCC's assistant chief engineer played

down the possiblity of developing an FM service considering

it a "visionary development" that was essentially impractical
6

for current consideration. Nothing in the FCC's Annual Rerort 

of 1937, which contained a section entitled "Technical

Developments in the Broadcast Art," dealt with FM radio.

Nevertheless, by 1938 the FCC began to recognize

the advantages that Armstrong had indicated would accrue from

frequency modulation against the then dominant AM service. In

1938 Annual Rerort the Commission recognized for the first

time the following significant advantages of the FM service:

1. a material gain in the effectiveness of
reception through static, especially the
type of static resulting from nearby
thunderstorms and from some types of man-
made electrical disturbances.

2. ... the signal-to-noise ratio necessary for
satisfactory reception is considerably less
than that reQuired for the same recertion
with a broadcasT, system employing amplitude
modulation.

3. ... good reception at a greater distance



from the transmitter and a correspondingly
larger service area for i'spie same power
used at the transmitter.

Despite this recognition of FM's technical superiority over

the AM service, the Commission did not consider authorizing

the commercial development of FM. This is surprising given

the FCC's expressed concern about problems with the AM service

For example, it earlier claimed that

The increase in demand for broadcast
facilities, the need for local broadcast
service in many communities which do not
now have local broadcast stations, ...
have convinced many in the industry that
improver,ents and changes allocation
could and should be made.'

Thus, desnite the expressed need on the part of the FCC for an

improved broadcasting system and despite its recognition that

FM could provide a service superior to that of AM, it was not

until 1940 that the Commission authorized the commercial

development of FM by assigning it spectrum space.

The possiblity is considered that the FCC's associa-

tion of broadcasting solely with the AM service made it dif-

ficult for FM radio to become a major item on the Commission's

agenda of possible modes for dealing with its perceived prob-

lems. Contributing to this difficulty was the uniqueness of

the FM concept from a technical point of view. As Brinton has

noted:

It contradicted fundamental rules and limitations
under which radio engineers and broadcasters
had worked since 1900 and whIch the FCC had
taken for granted for years.'
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Another factor involved was that the attempt to establish FM

on the FCC's agenda was made by people who were outside the

circle of organizations that had traditionally been involved

in broadcasting decision-making. It would have been much easier

for FM to have been considered legitimate in the view of the

Commission had it been proposed by David Sarnoff rather than

by Edwin-Armstrong. The basic point that I attempt to make

is that from the analytic perspective one would expect that

FM would be part of the Comm4_ssion's agenda of possible solu-

tions. Assuming that all relevant variables are considered,

the problem for the analytic theorist is calculating a prefer-

ence set among possible solutions, On the other hand, the

cognitive approach renders the very process of agenda con-

struction as problematic because it involves significant costs

such as those derived from investments in prior agendas.

Specifically, rather than shift its focus of attention to new

possiblities, the Commission searched for solutions to what it

considered to be problems with the AM service within that ser-

vice itself. For example, the Commission's Rerort on Chain

Broadcasting proposed dealing with the problem of monopoly

by severing one network from NBC control. Nowhere in the Re-,or 

is the possiblity of using the FM service to deal with this

problem discussed, despite the fact that, as has been noted,

three years earlier the FCC had hailed the capabilities of FM

for its practically static free signal and superior reception
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at greater distances. One can interpret this development as

stemming from the Commission's association of major solutions

with the established broadcasting service, not so much because

it succumbed to pressure from the industry- certainly the FCC

received no pressure from the industry to break up NBC- but

rather because its cognitive investment in what it apnropriate-

ly called "standard broadcasting" led it to both view that system

as primary and search for solutions within its vicinity.

Another example of the FCC restricting its search to

the area of the established system concerns its position on so-

called "clear channel" radio stations. The latter are very

powerful AM stations whose frequency is not shared by any

other station within a large geographical area. This allows

for very extensive nighttime coverage for these stations. The

Commission spent a great amout of time in attempting to de-

velop a sufficient number of clear channel stations to, as i

claimed in 1946,

provide standard broadcast service to some

21,000,000 Americans who qre not now being

satisfactorily served •.*7

Once again the Commission looked for solutions to its

with the AM service within that same service.

In sum, an attempt is made to show that a first step

toward understanding the outcome of the FM case is to under-

stand the difficulties that it had in coming to the center of

problems

the Commission's attention.



A second major element of the decisional process is

the fact that even when brought to the Commission's attention,

it was considered to be a service that could only be secondary

to the established system. This does not appear to correspond

to the FCC's view.of FM contained in the 1940 report that

accompanied its order authorizing FM commercial development:

Frequency modulation is highly developed.
It is ready to move forward on a broad scale
and on a full commercial basis. On this point
there is complete agreement amongst the
engineers of both the manufacturing and the
broadcasting industries. A substantial
demand for FM transmitting stations for full
operation exists today. A comparable puV,ic
demand for receiving sets is predicted.

At this time the FCC assigned 35 channels to FM in the 43-58

mc range which would be enough for 1500 to 2000 stations. It

is important to note, however, that this optiMism was temperedi

by a concern to make certain that FM remain in a supplementary'

position relative to the established system. Thus, even in

1940 the FCC noted that this

new and additional service would not
supplant the service of standard broadcast
stations general1y.'1

Furthermore, the FCC attempted to see to it that the problem

of monopoly, which it perceived as a severe detriment to the

AM service, would not be repeated with FM. Hence;

To obviate possible monopoly, and to
encourage local initiative, no person or
group is permitted to control more than
one FM station in the same area, and not2
more than six in the nation as a whole.
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This is an example of the way in which the FCC, even at the

time of its greatest enthusiasm for FM, attempted to essential-

ly fight its old battles with the new service. It continued

with this approach in 1945- the year that marked perhaps the

most significant decision-making on FM.

Two decisions rendered in 1945 are of central im-

portance- here. First, in June of 1945 the Commission shifted

the spectrum assignment of FM radio from that of the area

around 50 mc to that around 100 mc. Second, in August of 1945

it approved of what was called the "single market plan." This

lowered the power of FM stations in major urban areas and

thereby clIrtailed attempts to develop an PM natwn,...k

Several factors are significant for understanding processes

involved in these decisions.

1. The context of these decisions was one character-

ized by a great amount of complexity. Despite the fact that

a freeze was placed upon FM development during the war, there

were by 1944 47 stations in operation, 500,000 sets in use,
13

and 400 backlogged applications for station licenses. Thus,

in the Commission's 1944 hearings on FM alone, 6000 pages of

testimony were received, 650 formal exhibits were presented,
14

and 230 witnesses were heard. In addition, there were a large

number of claims made by a number of different parties for

spectrum space following general wartime freezes. Aside from

AM and FM radio, television and safety service interests were



preeminent among these. There was simply not enough spectrum

space available to meet all of these requests and hence there

were conflicts among values.

2. The Commission decided to shift the

orignially assigned to FM despite the opposition

spectrum space

of not only

FM manufacturers and station owners, but also of its own panel

of industry experts (the Radio Technical Planning Board) and

RCA. On this issue, the industry was split- RCA opposed the

shift and CBS favored it. This point is most significant be-

cause it has been claimed by most who have considered the casel

that the FCC was pressured by AM broadcasting interests to

shift FM out of its original srectrum area!

The Radio Technical Planning Board (RTPB) was org-

anized in September of 1943 at the requenst of the FCC Chair-

man so that the FCC

might have available the coordinated views of
industry resnectipg radio allocations to the
various services.ij

It was sponsored by 9 industry associations including the

Institute of Radio Engineers, the National Association of

Broadcasters, and FM Broadcasters, Inc. It was chaired by Dr.

W.R.G. Baker of General Electric. The RTPB panel charged with

1
making recommendations for FM radio dealt particularly with

the question of whether potential interference might require

the shifting of FM from the spectrum area assigned to it in

1940. This concern was raised in November of 1944 by K.A.
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Norton, a former FCC engineer. Norton recommended that FM be

shifted to avoid what he considered to be a serious potential
16

interference problem in the 50 mc range. Contrary to Norton's

recommendation, the RTPB held, by a vote of 1974, that there

was

no technical evidence to indicate that certain
erratic propagation characteristics of the

- spectrum would be improy0 by any shift in
the present allocation.

Instead, changes were proposed so that the existing FM band

would be considerably expanded to permit 75 commercial chan-

nels in the range of 41 mc to 56 mc "so assigned that they
18

shall be continuous with and include the present FM band."

This position was supported by the RTPB panel on General
18A

Spectrum Allocations.

RCA was among those organizations that opposed the

shift of FM to a new spectrum area. It did so at least on

three separate occasions. In early 1945 two men from the re-

search divisions of RCA and NBC argued before the Commission
19

that FM should not be moved. RCA also argued against it in
20

two separate briefs filed before the Commission. It basical-

ly supported - , the contentions of the RTPB. On the

other hand, CBS supported moving FM to a higher spectrum area.

It has been suggested by different analysts of this develop-

ment that this conflict as connected to t e struggle between

RCA and CBS over the form that television broadcasting would

take, Both Lawrence Lessing in his biography of Armstrong
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and Business We  claimed that RCA opposed the shift of FM

because it feared that such an action would set a precedent

that might be considered grounds for shifting television out

of the VHF area and into the ultra-high frequency spectrum

area. CBS wanted FM moved, it is claimed, because moving TV
21

to UHF would put CBS on an equal footing with RCA.

The conflict points to two important considerations

that are not present in analyses of this case. First, it

points to the extent to which broadcasting problems are tight-

ly interconnected with one another. To say, as some have, that

FM was hurt because of the power of so-called television in-

terests is to gloss over the fact that there were different

forms of television tied to different possible FM outcomes.

Perhaps more importantly, the evidence shows that there was

no such thing as a unified television interest pressuring the

FCC to restrict FM. It is true that CBS tried to curtail FM

and it is also true that RCA did not attempt to directly pro-

mote the new radio service. However, perhaps because maintain-

ing the status ouo in FM meant protecting its television sys-

tem, RCA opposed CBS and was actually alligned with FM support-

ers on this issue. The organizational "capture" approach,

whether referring to capture by the RTPB or by the industry.

does not appear to be useful for dealing withe this issue.

3. In its early 1945 report on frequency modulationC

the Commission nevertheless expressed deep concern that
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..* 'sporadic E' and .'F2 layer' interference
would plague FM in the next few years at its
present freq)4ency as the sunspot maximum is
approached.'

In its final report of June, 1945, the FCC brushed aside

statements that any interference, if occurring at all, would

be limited to outlying rural areas. The Commission claimed

that

urban as well as rural service will be
subject to substantial254nterference on
the lower frequencies. '

An analysis of FCC reports on the case indicate that these

technical considerations were the primary stated grounds for

shifting FM to the 100 mc region. Reflecting back on this deci-

sion at 1948 Congressional hearings, Commissioner George Ster

ling concurred with technical interpretation:

It was largely in order to avoid
interference from sporadic E layer
and F2 reflections that the Commission
decided that FM broadcasting should b24
assigned to the 100 megacycle region.

While it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine precise-

'
ly why a particular decision is taken by an organization, this

is the only reason that has been offerred by the Commission

to explain its FM actions. The problem with it is that there

was only one expert witness who concurred with this position.

Following K.A. Norton's appearance before the Commission to

testify in favor of the FM shift, seven experts in radio wave

propagation contradicted his claims, generally arguing that
25

FM should remain in its position around the 50 mc range.
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A final FM decision was delayed until the completion'

of further testing during the summer of 1945. However, this

decision was reached before these tests could be conducted.

According to the Commission's interpretation of the case:

Since tIle Commission desired to have as much
information as nossible before it prior to
making a decision about the FM band, the Com-
mission announced on May 25 that it would
withhold the allocation of FM pending further
propagation measurements to be made during the
summer of 1945. Subsequently, however the War
Production Board advised the Commission that the
manufacture of FM, AM and television transmitters
and receivers might begin at an earlier date
than was originally indicated to the Commission
Accordingly, the Commission on June 5, 1945
ordered a further argument and hearing in order
that a final dicision might be reached at the
earliest possible date.

The tests that were considered critical to determining wheth-

er FM was to be shifted were thus cancelled and, without

further testing, FM was shifted to a new spectrum area.

There are other factors that make this explanation

based on technical consideration a difficult one to understand.

The space originally granted to FM was in turn given to tele-

vision. Would not television be subject to the same, if not

greater, difficulties due to interference than the FM service?

It is claimed that this was understood but that such inter-

ference could do no permanent harm to television since tele-
2

vision would soon also be moved out of this spectrum area.

The television service was, in fact, moved out of the area
28

formerly occupied by FM. The space was finally taken over
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by the safety and emergency services (e.g., police, fire, etc.)

in the late 1940s. Again, the question might be raised about

how emergency services could more appropriately occupy sneczrum

space that was considered technically unsuited to a leisure

service due to interference. Commissioner George Sterling

responded to this question in the following way:

• the Commission recognized, too, that
police operations in the 44-50 megacycle
region would be subject to interference.
• operations such as police and fire
communications are conducted on an inter-
mittent basis. This in itself diminishes
the possiblity of encountering serious
interference. Moreover, police and fire
department messages, for example, that may
not go through because of interference can
be repeated many times within a relatively
short interval of time. Because of this
possiblity of repeating messages the p.goblem
of interference is further minimized.'

The contention that unless FM were shifted it would

be hampered by interference appears to be a case of what

Steinbruner has called the "inference of imnOssiblity." All

expert witnesses before the Commission, but one, denied that

this would happen. Since FM did not fit into the primary cog-

nitive picture of the FCC, one piece of testimony supportive

of that picture is considered to be sufficient to justify

its retention, despite all of the contrary testimony.

4, The decision to shift FM is characterized by ano-

ther component of the cognitive approach- the short-run/ long-

run split. Steinbruner argues that when faced with contradic-

tory values, organization tend to deny the contradictions
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rather than directly recognize them. One way of denying the

contradiction is to split it up into short and long term com-

ponents. Thus, for example, for the short term, the Commission

recognized that there would be problems with uprooting the

FM industry and giving its spectrum space to television, but 1

1the FCC felt that this would actually prove to be of "long run i

benefit to the FM service. In its shift order the Commission

stated that it had

a duty to consider the long range effects of its
action as well as the effects during the months
immediately ahead, and it does not propose to
provide an inferior FYI service during the
decades to come merely because of the transitory
advantagqg which may be urged for an inferior
service.-'

In an interview conducted after release of the order, Commiss-

ioner Jett states that while the area around 50 mc was best

for the short run needs of FM, the new area was chosen out of
31

"long term planning" considerations.

5. The single market plan essentially lowered the

power and antenna heights of northeast metropolitan stations.

For example, the main station of the chief FM network, the
32

Yankee Network, had its power cut by one-third. It was anoth-

er decision that was characterized by a split among major

opposed byindustry organizations. It was proposed by CBS and
33

RCA. This once again points to the extent to which it is

overly simplistic to view Commission decisions in terms of the

response of a captured agency to an industry monolith. Com-

missioner Sterling of the FCC claimed that the decision was 



made to prevent the development of an FM monopoly:

To permit higher powereq FM stations in the
highly congested portions in the United States
would, of course, greatly reduce the number of
assignments that could be made in such areas
and would thus tend to foster monopoly in
FM broadcasting. The Commission's allocation
policies are designed to permit a large number
of FM stations to be authorized so that a
maximum number of cities and4communities may
have their own FM stations.-'

This appears to be evidence once again of the compartmentaliza

tion process that is a cognitive mechanism for dealing with a

complex situation. The Commission was unable to view the radio

service as a totality with FM providing the means to deal with

perceived problems in the AM service, such as that of network

monopoly. Rather, it separated the services, looking for solu-

tions to its AM problem only in the AM area and seeking solu-

tions to potential FM problems in a similar way. Thus, the

single market plan might protect against monopoly developing

in FM broadcasting, but would also help to preserve what the

Commission considered to be the problem of the concentration

of power in AM radio.

This established policy of considering FM as a

secondary service continued beyond the 1945 decision-making.

This is evidenced by several developments which are now con-

sidered.

1. AM owners were encouraged to take over FM stations

and duplicate their programming on FM. In 1945 the FCC ruled

that AM station owners could buy Fm stations but FM owners'
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and no more than one in a particular community. The Commission

also suspended the new chain broadcasting rules for AM owners

of FM stations such as those rules applying to option time for
35

affiliates.

A further explicit example of this policy is contain

in the Gommission's 1947 Annual Renort:

As of March 1, 1947, three-fourths of all FM
applications were from standard broadcast
interests, and one-third were from newspapers,
23 percent of which were in the standard broadcast
field. These groups are in a Position to support
the new industry until it reaches profitability.
Standard broadcasters have an advantage in being
permitted thus far, to tr igsmit their programs
over their FM facilities.'

It has been claimed by some that this policy would be particu-

larly detrimental to FM networks and independents. According

to Lessing:

if FM was thrown in free with AN network
broadcasting, the independent FM station and
FM network would have a difficult time con-
vincing anyone to pay for FM proaram§? the
independent only source of revenue.'

As a dumping ground for AN programming, the FM service would

not be able to develop into an independent competitive force.

On the other hand, it has been argued that by allowing AM

station owners to also purchase FM stations and duplicate

their programming on these stations, the FM service would

actually benefit. Charles Jolliffe, who was at that time

executive Vice-President in charge of RCA Laboratories claimed

84

could not own more than six FM stations in the nation as a whole

e. d



before a Congressional committee investigating FM in 1948 that;
38

such a policy "means so much to the advancement of F14."

The latter argument does have merit when such a

policy is considered as a temporary way in which to help a

fledgling industry. However, the history of broadcast regula-

tion suggests that most such temporary decisions tend to

harden into established policy. It was just such a hardening

which made this policy contribute to the nerpetuation of FM
39

as a service ancillary to the dominant AM system.

2. Initial attempts to require FM stations to inde-

pendently program for a small part of the day were dropped

and not picked up again until the mid-sixties and this time

with a waiver allowance. The Commission required FM stations

to develop their own programming for 2 hours per day when it

first authorized commercial FM development in 1940. It re-

scinded this order in 1945. In his dissenting statement to

this decision Commissioner C.J. Durr expressed a strong con-

cern for what this ruling might do to the chances for estab-

lishing an independent FM service:

Because of the failure of the Commission
to require any independent programming
of FM stations, I an very much afraid that
many FM licensees who are now operating
FM licenses primarily as insurance policies
protecting their AM operations against the
risks of technological development, with
the result that. for several years at least,
the listening public will receive little
more than the same program traffic carried
over improved highways. the use of two

- 
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radio channels for only one program service
is not only a waste of frequencies but
retard the development of FM broadcasting.'

Nevertheless, this policy, like so many others,initially de-

veloped to aid a developing industry, became established over

time and contributed to the maintenance of that industry in

an inferior position relative to the dominant radio service.

The Commission slowly began to change this policy but the

ensuing furor from FM station. owners (most of whom also owned

AM stations and used FM as a duplication source) led the

Commission to institute a waiver procedure for many stations
41

to ease the problem of FM program development.

3. AM stations continued to be "dropped in" despite

constant references to overcrowding in the AM area. In 1949

the Commission noted that

Standard (AM) broadcast authorizations climbed
to nearly 2200. However, fewer AM stations
were authorized than in 1948. Greater dif-
ficulty was experienced 219 wedging into this
now very saturated band. -

Despite this difficulty, the FCC continued its policy of

dropping in AM stations by reducing channel separation dis-

tances as well as by extending what it called the "standard"
43

broadcast band from 550 to 540 kc. It continued this policy

of "drop ins" well into the 1950s despite the consistent
44

decline of tne FM industry. It was not until 1970 that the

Commission stated that it would consider the FM service before

issuing further AM licenses:
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in.determining whether a given area now

receives service, FM as well as AM siz-nals

would be taken into account, and an AM
application would not be accepted if an 45

FM channel is available in the community.

4. FM was "helped" by the FCC as a secondary service

by encouraging the use of FM for background "functional"

music through multiplex operations under Subsidiary Communica-

tions Authorizations. These were essentially nonbroadcast

permits which allowed FM station owners to, in addition, pro-

gram background music for stores, professional offices, etc.

in order, in the Commission's words, "to enable commercial FM
46

broadcasters to obtain additional revenue." This was later

cited as a chief reason for what the Commission considered to
14-

be a "renewed interest in commercial FM." While this was

to some extent true of several FM stations, it did not apply

to those FM stations that were independent of control by AM

interests. These have continued to show considerable losses.

We turn now to a more snecific discussion of this trend.

The FCC initially expressed optimism about the FM

service just after it shifted FM to a higher spectrum area.

It saw little delay in the development of FM:

At the earlier hearings, some contended that

FM might be delayed for two years or even

longer if FM were assigned to the higher

frequencies. At the time of the oral argument,

June 22-23, 1945, the estimates of delay were

reduced to four months, It may well be that

competition will mar4sdly reduce even this

four-month estimate.

This optimism turned in 1948 to a concern about a leveling



off of the number of FM applicants and one year later to the
49

recognition that FM was on the decline. From 1949 to 1957

the number of licensed FM stations was as follows:

YEAR TOTAL FM LICENSED STATIONS

1949 377

1950 493

1951 534

1952 582

1953 551

1954 529

1955 525

1956 519

1957 519

1958 526 50

While the number of stations did grow considerably after 1958,

reaching 2000 by 1970, much of this growth was due to the nro-

liferation of Subsidiary Communications Authorizations and the

increased ownership of FM stations by AM interests. While the

number of FM inderendent stations has increased, so too have

the losses sustained by these stations:

YEAR NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT PRE-TAX .INCOME LOSSES'
FM STATIONS  IN Id,ILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

1956 51 0.4

1957 67 0.5

1958 93 0.7

1959 148 1.6



YEAR NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT
FM STATIONS

1960 218

1961 249

1962 279

1963 294

1964 306

1965 338

1966 381

1967 405

1968 433

1969 442

1970 464

1971 529

In 1945 the FCC forecast

PRE-TAX INCOME LOSSES
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

2.4

2.6

3.2

3.2

3.0

3.3

3.3

4.2

3.9

5.5

6.2

9.051

the possile establishement of several
thousand FM stations within a few years
after the war, or several times the
number of standard, broadcast stations now
in operation.J

The fact that this did not occur is best explained by apply-

ing a cognitive conception of organizational activity to the

response of the FCC to innovations into the broadcasting

market.
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Ultra-Hirth F "-uencv Television

There might appear to be a significant difference

between FCC decision-making on FM radio and that on televisioni

broadcasting. In the former case, the Commission decided to

shift FM out of its initially allocated spectrum area because

of potential interference problems, while in the latter, it

refused to shift television out of its VHF spectrum area de-

spite what was recognized to be an established interference

problem. Despite t: :e difference, both are rooted in a common

decision-making process. It is one that has characterized the

FCC's response to innovations into the broadcasting market

and is explored here with reference to the Commission's tele-

vision station allocation policy.

While the literature in this area is somewhat more

extensive than that on the FM case, one finds considerable

agreement that in the UHF-VHF case, it was the failure of the

FCC to shift an assigned spectrum area that contributed to

the restriction of a source of broadcast diversification. In

particular, it has been _argued that it was the decision on

the part of the FCC to allow VHF stations to retain the al-

locations granted to them before the television "freeze" of
1

1948 that has severely limited the development of UHF stations.

For example, Moore has claimed that the broadcast station

allocation policy has been the "most damaging error" that the
2

 FCC has cammittt.d_cLewis has argued t oi• th t 
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The present system sets up dozens of UHF
channels nobody wants and so few VHF channels
that there has inevitably been destructive
competition for them. It is, as FCC member
Frederick W. Fcd said recvltly, a "second-
class television system.")

Noll, Peck, and McGowan have concentrated on the FCC's stan-

dard of localism as being particularly prominent in this area

of decision-making. According to them:

If history could be rewritten so that the
FCC had set localism aside and created a
nationwide broadcasting system ... estimates
indicate that it would have been more profit-
able and less costly to the economy than the
present system of local stations. And viewers
would have si4 rather than three networks to
choose among.

However, the influence of Congress Pnri the VHF broadcasters

has been considered more important in subsequent decisions on
5

UHF that culminated in the All-Channel Receiver Act of 1962.

Claims have been made since 1949, with some recent exceptions;

that the FCC's decision-making has relegated UHF to a position
7

that is decidedly secondary to the VHF system. As in the FM

case, the literature largely follows the organizational con-

text approach with some concern about the Commission's "fail-

ure of analysis." Thus; studies of television station allo-

cation have largely been based on evaluating the FCC from

analytic assumptions.

Contrary to claims that have been made to the effect

that the Commission succumbed to industry pressure in its

UHF-VHF decision-making, once again, as in the FM case, there
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was a significant split within the industry on the subject.

CBS tried to win approval for an all-UHF television system

that would immediately adopt its color technique. RCA, on the

other hand, argued for either an all-VHF or a mixed system
9

with a delay in the adoption of color standards.

Again, as in the FM case, it has been claimed that

it took a needlessly long time for television to reach a
10

central position in the FCC's agenda. From the cognitive

point of view, this can be understood by the fact that for

many years that agenda was filled with complex issues relating'

to the radio industry. It would have involved serious costs

for the Commission to have shifted its time to a new service

that was frought with uncertainty. Furthermore, there would

be costs connected with the reassessment of its agenda should

an early commitment by the FCC to a television system prove

to be an investment in an already obsolete system. The Corp-

mission's Television Committee noted as early as 1939 that an

early commitment to a particular television system

may result in a high rate of obsolescence
of equipment purchased by the public which
may not be able to receive signals from a
station that may have different standards
from those now in use, or from stations employing
standards which may be considerably better
than those now in use or proposed to be used.

As a result of these two factors, con-
siderable patience, caution and understanding
must be used at this time.il

The Commission eventually succumbed to a general

demand for some television service and since television in the
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VHF band was first to develop technically, it appeared on the

FCC's agenda prior to UHF. However, the FCC considered this to

be a temporary solution since

there is insufficient spectrum space below
300 mc (the VHF area) to make possible a truly,
nation-wide and competitive 1elevision system."

Therefore, it was felt that the television service

must find its lodging higher Up in the spectrum
(in the UHF area) where more space exists and
where color and superior monochrome pictures
can be dey0.oped through the use of wider
channels. -1

An added reason why it was considered necessary to shift to

UHF in the long run was because the VHF service was found to
14,

be diminished by sky-wave interference.

Once again, however, despite assertions that this

was to be only a temporary commitment, VHF rapidly became

the established primary television system in the Commission's

view. This was not because of unified industry pressure- CBS

continued to try to establish an all-UHF system- but because

once the VHF service was established, it became the system

relative to which all other systems were judged. Thus, by

1947, the television service was split into two components

linked to short and long term possiblities. For the short

run, a VHF black and white system was authorized while a UHF

service with or without color was put off as a long run pos-

sibility.

The FCC's recognition that the VHF spectrum area

was insufficient to produce a nationwide service without



interference proved to be correct as continuous "shoehorning"

of VHF stations led to chaos reminiscent of the early unregu-
15

lated days of radio. It eventually led to a four year halt

to new station licensing- the so-called "television freeze"
16

while the FCC reevaluated its allocation procedure. However,

public demand for television continued to rise during the

years of thefreeze. There were 15 million receivers in 1952

as compared to 1 million in 1948. This increased demand com-

bined with the scarcity resulting from the freeze increased

the value of operating VHF stations considerably and there-

fore made it increasingly difficult to consider shifting all

izlevision to the UHF area. Thus, the very mechanism used by

the FCC to reevaluate its agenda- the television freeze-

severely constrained the kinds of possiblities that could be

incorporated into a revised agenda.

The result was that in 1952 the FCC merely reaffirme

the short run/long run policy that it had earlier accepted
17

by approving a mixed UHF-VHF system. This was done despite

the realization that UHF would operate at a great disadvantage

in the sort run, particularly because few receivers capable

of obtaining UHF signals were being produced. The Commission

exhibited a sense of optimism strikingly similar to that shown

in the FM case. It argued with regard to the former that

there is no reason to believe that American
science will not produce the equiment
necessarnfor the fullest develooment of
the UHF.
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In its Annual Retort for 1952 the Commission considered the

successful development of UHF to be a certainty:

Of particular significance was the sudden
surge of interest in UHF television. Man-
ufacturers of transmitters announced that
suitable equirment would be available and
receiver manufacturers demonstrated that 19
they had solved the problem of UHF reception.

Thus the Commission, particularly in its Sixth Renort nd

prder of 1952, concentrated on the "long-term" view that UHF
20

will satisfy the demand for a national television service.

Despite the similarity between the ways in which

the Commission approached UHF and FM, the Commission attempted

to disassociate UHF from FM, which was, in 1952, in the nrocesis

of severe decline:

The UHF is not faced, as was FM, with a fully
matured competing service. In many cases UHF
will carry the complete burden of providing
television service, while in other areas it
will be wential for providing competitive
service."

The short run/long run split was reaffirmed again

in the mid-1950s Specifically, in 1956, with the inadequacy

of VHF becoming all the more clear and with UHF failing to

develop in the way that the Commission had anticipated, the

FCC further reduced the already tight mileage separations be-

tween VHF stations to allow further VHF "drop-ins." This was

considered to be a short term solution with a move to an all-

UHF system considered the long range goal. According to the

Commission:
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as an intermediate measure, its minimum
city-to-city mileage senaration requirements
for channel assignments should be relaxed in
order to permit new VHF assignments in ap-
propriate instances at shorter mileage snace-
ings between ci-42s than required by the
present rules . • .

However, for the future, the Commission argued that

While it would be premature to adopt final
conclusions concerning the feasiblity of ulti-
mately shifting all or a major portion of VHF
operations to the UHF band,it determined that
this proposal was the only one of the many it
considered which gave promise of achieving,
through the operation of the algcation
processes, the long-range

24
This argument was repeated into the early sixties. It anpears

that the Commission ignored the real conflict between continue?

attempts to create more VHF outlets and the expressed need for

an all-UHF system. Doing the former would obviously (from an

analytical perspective, at least) make accomplishing the latter

all the more difficult.

The following are further important considerations

that enter into my discussion of UHF as a secondary service

in the FCC's view, not so much because of external pressure

(though such pressure has existed, it has rarely been con-

centrated on one side of an issue) but because of the Commis-

sion conception of VHF stations as the primary components of

television broadcasting.

1. Deintermixture

It has been claimed that the FCC's concern for UHF

was evidenced by the Commission's proposals to establish at



least selective all UHF markets (i.e., to deintermix UHF-
25

VHF markets). . In actuality, this was proposed by CBS as

well as by several government officials through the fifties.

As early as 1951 CBS proposed deintermixture for the Chicago,

Boston, and San Francisco markets and, in addition, warned

that UHF would fail if the FCC forced such stations to compete
26

with VHF outlets° In the mid-fifties it was proposed by both
27

the DuMont network as well as by the staff of the Senate
28

Commerce Committee. In a widely circulated memorandum pro-

duced by the majority counsel of that Committeee itiwas con-

tended that

the importance of preserving UHF at this time
is great enough to warrant Commission approval
of deintermixture petitions even though some
applicants may have spent money in pqsecuting
their applications up to that point.'

The Commission's position on deintermixture came under criti-

cism in this report because, of several cases in which formal

deintermixture proposals were presented to the FCC,

all but one have been summarily denied without
a hearing on the ground that the VHF applicants
have already expended large sums (40money in
prosecuting their applications ...' .

Thus, deintermixture was generally rejected by the Commission 1

for the harm that it felt would be done not only to established

VHF stations which would be relocated, but also to VHF appli-

cants who had invested time and money in attempting to acquire

stations.
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2. Satellites

The FCC proposed to license stations strictly for

the purpose of rebroadcasting the programming of television

stations and thereby increasing those stations' audience and
31

revenue. This was considered to be a potential source of

growth for UHF outlets and while some such stations did devel•-_

op, most were used to rebroadcast VHF programming. Of 19 such

satellite stations in operation by mid-1957, 14 were rebroad-
32

casting for VHF stations and 5 for UHF stations. In 1956,

an organization representing UHF stations actually called upon

the FCC to discontinue the policy because it would "prove dis-

astrously injurious to inderendent UHF operations" since they

would have to deal with the additional problem of having to
33

compete with VHF satellite stations.

3. 2tation Ownershin Rule 

In an effort to promote UHF station ownership, the

FCC increased the number of television stations that it would

allow one owner to hold to seven, provided that two were UHF

stations. This did not directly assist the development of an

independent UHF system, but did help some failing stations to

Survive as adjuncts to VHF stations. In fact, the assistance

to the latter was often short-lived. For example, all of the

UHF stations that were purchased by NBC and CBS in the mid-

1950s were dro7oed by 1959.
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4. VHF Drop-Ins 

The FCC continued to try to both increase the amount

of VHF spectrum space available for television, as well as

squeeze in more VHF stations by reducing channel separation'

distances. The Commission attempted to obtain spectrum space

initially allotted to the Defense Department and was rebuffed
34

by the Office of Defense Mobilization in 1956 and 1960. VHF

"drop-ins" continued as a "temporary" or short run solution

into the early sixties.

50 A11-Channel Receivers 

It has been claimed that the FCC sought to establish

a law requiring the manufacturing of tleyision sets that would,
35

be capable of receiving all VHF and UHF channels, While this

is true, the Commission did not meet with a great deal of

opposition on this issue. It was proposed by the House Judici-
36

ary Committee several times in the 1950s. It received prac-

tically the unanimous support of the television industry. The

result was that the Commission enthusiastically considered

the development of all-channel receivers to be the "long-term

solution" and dropped all consideration of a total or partial
37

shift of television to the UHF spectrum area.

In sum, while the Commission did seek to develop

the UHF service, it did not make a serious effort to promote

it into a primary position. This has not resulted so much

 t
from the pressure of external organizations on the FCC. On



most issues there was significant disagreement among many indus-

try organizations such as the major networks. On many occasions.,

the latter were more in favor of UHF development than was the 
!III

FCC. It appears that as in the AM-FM case, the Commission viewed

the firstHVHF as the primary television service because it was

one that was promoted by the Commission and considered UHF

relative_ to that established system. This has resulted in UHF

becoming, at best, an ancillary service.

It did not take long for evidence

to appear. Of 81 stations that went off the ,air in 1954, 69

were UHF stations and of 7 station authorizations cancelled,
38

6 belonged to UHF interests. The Commission, however, did

not see itself as being responsible for this problem. Accord-

ing to Commissioner Sterling:

of the latter Dipint

I do not believe that the Commission can
be blamed for those who display bad business
judgement in trying to move in on the UHF
channels without making a thorough asses-
sment of the availability of equipment both
for receiving and transmitting as well as the
economic factors which they might be con-
fronted with in the communitit16 in which they
propose to establish service."

By 1955, over 100 UHF operations had been cancelled and a

Congressional staff report labeled the UHF service an "economic
4o

blight." It was feared that "UHF may well go the way of FM." :

With only one-third of the 325 UHF grants actually turned intol

operating stations, the Commission considered the UHF situation
41

in 1955 to be a "citical" one. Its conception of this critical
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problem is perhaps even more interesting. For the FCC consid-

ered it to be a "failure of UHF stations to become integrated
42

with established VHF stations." The problem was not the fail-

ure of UHF to become an independent source of programming, but

rather its failure to complement the VHF system. Also interest-

ing is the fact that the FCC linked this problem to economic

difficulties rather than to the way in which the Commission

itself had structured the industry:

To an apPreciable extent these problems are

basically economic and arise out of the
inability, at the present stage of TV devel-

opment, to obtain sufficient economic support

to meet the high costs of construction41

programming and operation of stations.

It was not until 1958 that the Commission recognized "the

headstart by the VHF system" as a primary factor in the ina
bil-

44
ity of UHF stations to develop.

That inability to develop continued through the

sixties. In 1962, the year in which the All-Channel Receiver

Act was passed, there were 1537 channel assignments available

for UHF stations and 683 available for VHF. Of the 1537 re-

served for UHF only 104.were operating stations and 100 more

that had once been operating, had subsequently gone off the

air. Of the 683 potential VHF stations, 508 were on the air

and generating substantially greater revenue than operating

45
UHF stations. The picture did not improve even with a sharp

increase in the number of sets capable of receiving both UHF

and VHF. According to 1967 Commission data:
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The UHF stations as a group reported losses
of $7.4 million compared with only $0.2
million of losses last year and profits of
$2.7 million in 1964, largely reflecting the
entry of new indenendent UHF stations but the
total exr,enses for all UHF stations increased
by 35 percent. Profitable operations were
reported by 87 nercent of the VHF stations-
the same as last year- and by 59 percent of
the UiF stations, comrared to 66 percent in
1965.

Few of these profit-making UHF stations were independent

operations. In the next year, the percent of profitable UHF
47

stations declined again from 59 to 42 percent and in the

following year only 2 of 37 independent UHF operations showed
48

a profit. By 1971 31.5 per cent of UHF stations reported

profits (as compared to 80.8 per cent for VHF) and only 6 of
49

48 independent UHF operations reported profits in that year.

It thus appears that even with an increase in the

available sources for receiving UHF programming, the service

continues to have a difficult time establishing itself as a

serious competitor to the VHF system. This should not be sur-

prising, however, considering the extent to which the Commis-

sion has sought to protect its initial promotion of VHF.



Cable Television

The third case that is subject to comparative analy-

sis involves cable television. Major decision-making involving

cable dates from the late fifties and continues to this day.

In 1959, the FCC declined to assume regulatory authority over

cable television in a case that involved CATV access to micro-
1

wave facilities. This decision was reversed, however, in 1962

when the Commission decided to assert jurisdiction over CATV
2

microwave suppliers. This determination to take on regulatory

responsibility for CATV systems was formalized in the FCC's
3

First Rf?-ort and Order issued in 1965. Specific rules, nar-

ticularly regarding the carriage of broadcast signals by CATV
4

systems, were outlined in the 1966 Second Renort and Order.

Finally, in 1972, the Commission issued its Cable Television
5

Report and Order- the statement of its policy for CATV.

While a few analyses of cable television have been
6

comparative, much of the literature involves single case

studies. A good number of these have been attempts to assess

the future potential of cable television as a means of pro-
7

viding a number of diverse communications functions. As far

as the regulation of cable is concerned, there have been some

attempts to assess the impact of the FCC's standard of local-
8

ism on the development of CATV. For example, it has been

argued that
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Since these community systems, like clear
channel and network services before them,
would rerform a function of nrozram delivery
not related to that objective (i.e., localism),
they could be viewed at best as an 6xtraneous
element in the broadcast structure.'

Others have concentrated on the alleged role of the major

commercial broadcasters in influencing the FCC to supposedly

restrict the development of cable into an ancillary position

in the broadcasting market, particularly in those markets with

the greatest population density. Much of this work echoes the

claim of Smith that

the Commission has defined the public interest
as the perpetuation of the over-tklg-air tele-
vision industry as it now exists."

There has also been an interesting analysis of the influence

that the Cable Television Bureau staff at the FCC exerts on

Commission rulings in order to promote the development of
11

CATV.

In general, the FCC has been criticized for having

failed to comprehensively analyze the long-range potential of

cable television, both shortly after it had begun to grow and

as it began to become a major market force. For example,

according to Le Duc:

Neither the FCC's apparent lack of authority
nor the necessity for immediate action appears
to excuse the absence of a compl;ehensive
analysis of cable television."'

Thus, as in the other cases, the Commission's actions have

been judged according to analytic assumptions. It is my con-
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order to explain the FCC's actions on CATV and the other in-

novations. One can explain such "failures of analysis" with-

out reverting to what Noll considers the two dominant ex-

plantions: "error by design" (because of industry capture) or
12

error by incompetence" (because of a lack of ex7ertise).

As in the other cases, an attempt is made to show that this

behavior can best be understood by considering the cognitive

perspective. The cognitive approach suggests factors that have

been generally ignored in the emphasis that has been placed

upon the supposed control of FCC decision-making by outside

interests and/or the incompetence of its members. I explore

the extent to which this perspective provides a means to under-

stand both the length of time that it took for cable to find

place on the Commission's agenda, as well as the actual

place that cable took once it was considered as an agenda item.

The following are the key factors that enter into my compara-

tive analysis of the cable television case.

1. It is significant that cable began merely as a

service that could enhance the quality of te.evi-sion signals

for communities lying on the fringes of broadcast contours. It

was as one among several ancillary services that cable first

established itself before the Commilion. A 1958 FCC analysis

sti.ikingly points to this fact. CATV was considered along

with satellite stations, translators, and boosters as auxiliary

services whose "economic impact" on the established broadcasting

105
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13
service was to be considered by the Commission. Given the

complexity of the FCC's work in attempting to establish a

nationwide broadcast service throughout the fifties, it was

easier and cheaper for it to link cable to these other auxili-

ary services rather than to consider cable as a potential

competitive challenger to the major broadcast service.

2. Contributing to the consideration of CATV as sole-

ly an auxiliary service is the fact that cable could not be

fit into the Commission's conception of a proper national tele-

vision broadcastIrg system, i.e., one characterized by a multi-1

plicity of local stations responsive to local community needs

In fact, cable could be looked on as a threat to that concep-

tion particularly when it was recognized that cable operators !

106

could import distant signals into local markets and lower the

audience sizes of local outlets. In 1959 the Commission ex-

pressed its concern that CATV would drive local stations out II

of business and would thus eliminate service for rural residents

who were dependent on local broadcast stations for service and

who were out of the range of economic feasibility for the
14

cable service. This concern was reiterated in 1962:

the Commission has become increasingly
concerned over the impact of CATV operations
to the survival or growth of local TV
outlets and services. This concern prompted
it, in 1958, to inquire into the impact of
CATVs and other adjvgcts upon the development
of TV broadcasting.'

Thus, cable could be looked upon as ancillary because it could



not be fit into the established conce-otion of the "correct"

television system. It was this concern that led the Commission

to assert jurisdiction over cable systems that imported distant.
16

signals through microwave facilities.

3. A further factor reinforcing this view is that

cable could easily be looked upon as a temporary aberration

providing service until such time as a national broadcasting

system could be established. Since it was felt that it would

be only a matter of a few years before the VHF-UHF system be-

came fully developed, it was not necessary for the Commission

to spend its time concerning itself with cable any more than

to make certain that it would not threaten the full develop-

ment of the broadcasting system.

4. The idea that the Commission believed that it was

not necessary to spend its time on cable regulation is an im-

portant one to consider. Under the assumptions of various ra-

tional actor approaches, time is typically treated as infinite-

ly available rather than aa a major constraint. In the case of

CATV one can argue that the Commission felt that it was not

worth the cost in time that could be spent on what it considered

the primary television system. This was in fact discussed by

the Commission on several occasions in the late fifties. It

helps to explain why in 1959 and thereafter the Commission

opposed Congressional attempts to require the licensing of

CATV systems and simply sought to make cable operators get
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retransmission consent from originating broadcasting stations.'

The FCC sought to avoid the administrative burden of directly ,

regulating another industry. For example, in 1958 the Commission

claimed that it could not assert common carrier control over ;

CATV because

assertion of jurisdiction would require
the regulation of rates and services of
several hundred CATV systems. It would
entail an administrative burden which
the Commission is not equipped to handle.18

5. Another factor that is important for understanding

the way in which the Commission dealt with CATV is the

ity of the FCC to fit cable within either of its major com-

munications categories. It was considered neither a common

carrier nor a form of broadcasting. This was discussed by
19

Commissioner Doerfer as early as 1955. It was used as a rea-

son by the Commission for its refusal to assert direct regu-
20 21

latory control over CATV in 1958. and again in 1959.

Specifically,- thc FCC argued that.cable could not be considered

to be a Common carrier servic6 because the subscriber did not

determine the signal that was carried, nor could it be con-

sidered a form of broadcasting because it involved transmission
22

by wire. This argument was again used to justify the refusal

of the FCC to license cable systems in 1965:

CATV operation is not regarded as broadcasting
becape it does not transmit to its audience
over the air. Nor can it be technically called
pay-TV since the programs it TAcks up are
broadcast free by the originating TV stations.
And the Commission has held that it is not a



common carrier within the meaning of the
Communications Act. Consequently, CATV
is in the category of wired radio and TV
operations which do n2.; now require
Commission licensing.

Thus, as a hybrid, it would be much easier for the Commission

to regard CATV at best as ancillary to the established system

rather than reorient its fundamental communications schema.

The FCC did not become significantly involved in cab

decision-making until CATV began to develop into a potential

competitor to broadcast tEevision, until it could not get

Congress to pass a tough retransmission consent law, and not

until the Courts rejected the contention that CATV operations

were required to make copyright payments for its programming.

Le Due has pointed to the irony of the first point:

In essence, then, if cable appeared to be
coming of age in 1964, it was also emerging
from the obscurity which had protected it in
the past from the fu144force of the broadcast
industry's challenge.

As the mid-sixties approached, cable operators began to con-

sider more than the upgrading of broadcast signals in rural

communities. The importation of signals from distant markets

was turned to as a way to expand the cable industry. CATV

would now hold out the promise of not only better service,

but also additional programming.

The ComMission became increasingly concerned

about the problems posed for free TV-
especially the development of UHF broad-
cast service- bv4rie mushrooming growth
of CATV systems.
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It argued that the

CATV service should be supnlementary to and
not cripple the local TV broadcast se6gice or
impede the growth of TV broadcasting.

The Commission's involvement was largely based upon its

historical conception of how a television broadcasting system

should be structured as well as by its established conception

of, cable. as an ancillary service. As with the other innovation

concer)tiondiscussed, the FCC did not consider revamping these

in the light of changing developments in CATV's potential,

rather, it judged cable in terms of the economic impact that

it might have on the established broadcasting system.

The Commission did not become directly concerned

with regulating CATV until it recognized that Congress and

the Courts would not control the development of cable. In the

early and mid-sixties attempts to establish laws to regulate

cable failed in the Congress. In 1964 the Ninth Circuit Court

ruled in the case of Cable Vision Inc. v. KUTV Inc. that
27

cable systems did not compete unfairly with broadcasters.

Thus, in 1965 the Commission assumed jurisdiction over all

cable systems, not merely those served by interstate microwave
28

common carriers.

In its First Report and Order the Commission claimed

the need to regulate CATV despite the fact that analysis "did ,

not furnish the tools" to measure the alleged damage that

cable television was inflicting or could inflict on the broad-

tin p- s stem. For
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unless we were convinced that the impact
of CATV competition upon the broadcasting
service would be negligible, we would
favor some restrictions as a potential
equalization of the conditions under which
CATV and the broadcast service compete ..
It would be clearly contrary to public
interest to defer action until a serious
loss of.existing ad potential service has
already occurred.'7

The Commission made its licensing of cable relay stations con-

ditioned upon the agreement of cable operators to carry each

broadcast station within 60 miles of the cable system upon

the request of that broadcast station. The Commission also

prohibited the duplication of programming by the cable system

for a period of 15 days before or after its showing by a local

station. Thus, given the complexity of its task and the per-

ceived time constraint, the Commission shifted its earlier po-

sition on CATV, despite its recognition that it did not have

the analytic tools to justify its actions. Summarizing this

position Commission Chairman Henry explained:

that policy is to promote CATV as a
supplementary service but not to place
primary reliance upon it because of its
practical shortcomings, namely, no rural
coverage, service only for a6ee and no
outlet for local expression.'

This position was not one taken with complete unanim

on the part of the Commission. The dissenting views of Com-

missioner Loevinger are particularly interesting because they

provide us with the analytic alternative to the FCC majority

opinion. According to Loevinger:



What I regard as a basic error in the FCC.

ap7roach is that it is negative and restrictive

rather than positive and expansive. It assumes

that limitations and restraints upon one mode

of transmitting proF;rams will necessarily
benefit other modes. I think the objective

should be to encourage the expansion of
service ... and thki is what the Congress
has told us to do.'

Arguing from an analytic perspective, Loevinger sees CATV and

broadcasting as components of a total system of communications

while the Commission majority basically accepted the establish

broadcasting service as the primary system that was to be

protected from CATV.

This protection was established further in 1966 with

the Second Re-rt and Order which basically stopped the im-

portation of distant broadcast signals by CATV operators in
32

the top 100 markets without a Commission hearing. The Report

claims that this would protect local broadcast stations in

general and particularly UHF outlets. It has been challenged

by several reports in which it has been argued that:

1. The actual beneficiaries would be major market

33
VHF stations.

2. CATV would assist UHF development by giving the

latter a place on the dial comparable to that of VHF stations.

3. In attempting to protect the local broadcast

service, the Commission actually encouraged the control of

cable companies by large corporations because the rules put

CATV in such ,a difficult economic situation tnat only large
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companies could absorb the losses that would be incurred by

major-market operations during the period of the Commission's

35
restrictive CATV policy.

An important point about this decison that has not

been considered by the critics, however, is the fact that it

enabled the Commission to control CATV systems without involv-

ing itself in the day-to-day regulation of CATV. The burden 
of

proof was placed upon CATV systems in the top 100 markets 
and

on local stations outside of these 100 markets.

Aside from conceiving of CATV as an economic threat,

the Commission generally sought to avoid the conflict betwee
n

cable and broadcasting hy1-,,,itting the two into short and

long term possiblities. For example, in the 1968 ruling in

which the Commission required CATV systems in the top 100

markets to obtain retransmission consent and thus elitinate
.s.

much of the daily administrative work on CATV, it argued 
that

this form of protection for over-the-air broadcasting was 
an

interim measure and that in the "long run" cable would 
develop
36

along with broadcasting as a major communications system.

This arguement, made as well for FM and UHF, is
 typical of

what Steinbruner has called the "wishful th
inking" mode that

is a characteristic conflict-avoidance
 mechanism that is pro-

minent among organizations operating i
n the context of struc-

tured complexity.

It could perhaps be argued better in the case
 of



cable than in the others that have been considered, that indus-

try pressure played a significant part in the Commission's

decision-making process. However, it is important to recognize

that there were significant differences within the broadcasting

industry in regarq to cable. These positions changed in the

course of CATV's development. In the early years of cable

television, it was only small broadcasting stations which were

opposed to the development of cable. It was only with the recent

expansion of CATV systems into major markets that owners of

large broadcasting stations began to express their opposition.

Many of these station owners, however, decided to join rather

than oppose the CATV industry by investing in cable systems.
3?

Thus, by mid-1973 broadcasters owned 37% of all CATV systems.

Even in this case, it is difficult to argue that it was sole-

ly an industry monolith which pressured the FCC to keep down

cable development.

In sum, I consider it important to consider such

characteristics as the historically established conception

of a broadcasting system that was developed by the FCC as well,

as the complexity of its regulatory task as significant fac-

tors in contributing to the outcome that cable developed into

a service ancillaryto the dominant over-the-air broadcasting

system. This is well indicated by research on the current
38

state of the cable industry alone as well as that relative

39
to the broadcasting industry. The following data on cable
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system penetration particularly highlight the current secondarY.
1

position of CATV. Particularly noteworthy is the decline in
40

the rate of subscriber penetration:

YEAR

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1
TOTAL SUBSCRIBERS PERCENT INCREASE;
(in thousands)

14

30 114.3

55 116.7

150 13o.8

300 100.0

350 16.7

45o 28.6

550 22.2

650 18.2

725 13.1

850 17.2

950 11.8

1085 14.2

1275 17.5

1575 23.5

2100 33.3

2800 33.3

3600 28.5

45oo 4o.o

5300 17.7

6000 13.?
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The Subncriotion Television Case

The fourth and final case for this comparative ana-

lysis deals with subscription television or "Pay TV" as it is

popularly known. Subscription television involves the trans-

mission of programs to viewers on an individual demand basis,

i.e., viewers are charged for each program that is selected.

The initial STV system was developed by Zenith in the 1940s

and commercial experimentation began in Hartford, Connecticut

in 1962. Following the completion of these tests in 1968, the

FCC issued its Fouth Report and Order establishing guidelines
1

for the operation of STV.

A good deal of the literature on STV has focused on

the efforts of major commercial broadcasters and movie theatre

interests to exert pressure on the Commission to limit the

development of STY. Most have argued that these efforts have

been successful. According to Borchardt,

After weighing the arguments for and
against over-the-air pay-TV, the commission

'rules sought to protect advertiser-supported
commercial TV.by prohibiting,: pay-TV operators
from showing those snort, film, and series
type programs which 2onstitute the main pro-
grams of the former.

R.H. Coase has been more explicit:

The reason for the lack of development is
that the commercial broadcasting industry
and the owners of movie theatres have been
successful in exerting sufficient political
pressure ts prevent the emergence of a pay-
TV system.'
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Zenith sought approval for commercial STV operations

from the FCC in 1952. At that time, however, subscription

television was a very minor concern of the FCC, considering

the fact that it was mired in the complexities of attempting

to establish a national television broadcasting system. In

addition to this and reminiscent of the cable case, the Commis -

sion was in a quandary as to whether to consider STV as a
11

broadcasting or common carrier service. It further questione

whether it would be useful to reserve part of already very
12

scarce spectrum space for the new service. The Commission

therefore delayed a proposed rulemaking until 1955.

With STV on the agenda, the FCC treated it as the

Commission did other innovations- relative to the established

broadcasting system. Its chief concern as it constantly repeat-

ed was to safeguard the "standard broadcast" or "free TV"

service. As early as 1955 the Commission felt it necessary to

consider

..0 what safeguards are necessary to insure
that the public would continue#to receive 11
well-balanced TV programming without charge;

In addition to this, the tremendous number of filings in

resnonse to the FCC's proposal increased the complexity of its

task. According to the Commission:

Filings in this connection have been more
voluminous than in any previous docket case
in the Commission's history, with more than
25,000 formal documents, letters, postcard 4
etc., filling nearly 70 reference volumes.-
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Because of these considerations, the Commission decided to

further delay its decision-making on STV and ordered new
15

demonstrations. However, in the process of seeking these

new tests, the Commission made it clear that it had complete
16

jurisdiction over STV.

Perhaps the most significant development between

1955 and 1959 on STV was the fact that the original test

proposals were significantly narrowed. The FCC initially

sought to test competing systems in the same market and the
17

same STV system in different markets. The actual trial con-

ditions were limited to one system (Zenith-Teco) in one mar-
18

ket (Hartford, Connecticut). The actual test does appear

to indicate that perhaps given the complexity of its other

concerns, the FCC simply did not seriously consider subscrip-

tion television as a service with significant broadcasting

potential. It also may indicate that what was actually impor-

tant from the cognitive point of view was that a test be taken

'rather than what the test could actually show. The testing was

.to a great extent a symbolic activity, for the results, as

long as they did not yield extreme values, would be interpreted

as conforming to the established conception of primacy for

the dominant broadcasting system with an ancillary role for

the innovation.

Attempts to expand the tests to a greater number o

markets and the programming for a greater part of the day
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were made by Zenith in 1965 but were turned down by the Commis-
19

sion. In the next year Zenith proposed the establishment

of a nationwide commercial STV system and in March the Commis-

sion responded with a Notice of Pronosd Ril1en2.kinFr. In 1967

the FCC's Committee on Subscription Television supported the
20

development of a restricted national system. Nevertheless,

Commission Chairman Rosel Hyde continued to argue before the

House Commerce Committee that despite the years of testimony

and study, the FCC was still undecided on STV:

In sum, this proceeding has been formally
pending for more than 12 years. I want
to stress that the Commission has reached no
decision on this auestion. In conclusion, may I
emphasize again that there has been no resolution
of the issues21 which have been argued so 

extensive-
ly before us.

It was not until 1968 that the Commission agreed
22

to license STV systems for commercial operation. However, in

an effort to protect what the Commission considered "free"

television, the following significant constraints were imposed

on STV development:

1. STY would be allowed only in areas with five or

more commercial stations including the STV outlet.

2. Only one STV outlet would be allowed in each

community.

3. Limits were placed on forms of programming allowed

so that continuous series, recent motion picture films, and

sporting events typically aired on advertiser supported television
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could not be shown on STV.

4. STV stations were required to broadcast a minimum

number of hours of "conventional" TV programming.

It should be noted that this decision was not made

with the unanimou; consent of the Commission. According to

Commissioner Loevinger,

the prop-ram supervisor proposed is
impractical, ill-advised, unwise, illegal, 21
and unconstitutional and a few other things.

A milder criticism was directed at an apparent in-

consistency in the Commission's decision-making. In other area

such as that of broadcasttclevision allocations, the Commissio

argued that Section 307 (b) of the Communications Act required

it to distribute service equitably throughout the country and

therefore deprive no area of service. Yet, in this case, the

FCC was limiting STV to areas in which there already were at

least four other commercial stations. This was criticized by

Zenith representatives because:

The underlying policy of Section 307 (b) of
the Communications Act, which requires the
Commission to make a fair, efficient, and
equitable distribution of broadcast service
among the several "communities," would appear
to dictate that subscription television be
made available in all markets. In short, if
there is a demand for subscription service,
the public in all markets is entitled to its,h
benefits if someone is willing to supply it.

The Commission's Renort notes an overruling consideration:

we regard the continued availability of
free programming as a most important consideration.
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Although we are aware of the merits of the
arguments that STV in all communities might
help marginal or new stations in small commun-
ities, might aid UHF in such communities, might
promote diversity of programming; arguments
that section 307 (b) of the act requires that
STV be allowed in all communities where a
demand exists .., where uncertainty about the new
service exists with regard to this subject,
considerations 2f protecting aainst preem-7ting
are overriding. )

Thus, the Commission turned from a value that some have con-

sidered to be most prominent for the FCC- a localized tele-

vision service- in order to protect the established broadcast-

ing system. Once subscription television came to the FCC's

attention, it was considered not in terms of the contribution

that it might make to a general communications system in the

United States, but as a threat to the FCC's conception of

what ought to be dominant in that system. Even Broadcasting

magazine, long an opponent of STV, recognized that there wouldt

be little opposition to subscription television now that it

had been sufficiently controlled:

Nevertheless, if any of the fire has gone
out of the free-vs.-pay debate, it is simply
because subscription TV is not considered 26
the threat to free television it once was.

The Commission neither prevented STV from developing

at all nor gave it the freedom to compete with the existing

service, As in the other cases, the FCC avoided the potential

conflict between over-the-air television and STV. However,

unlike the other cases, it was not as a "long run" possiblity

that the Commission categorized subscription television, but
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rather as a "beneficial supplement" to the existing system.

This point has been a source of criticism of the Commission's

decision. According to a representative of the ADA arguing

before the House Commerce Committee:

ADA consideres the basic premise of the
Committee's (the FCC Committee on STV) Report
to be fallacious. Educational programming was
also first regarded as a 'beneficial supplement'
to commercial broadcasting: it required twenty
years of exnerience to learn that the two were
incompatible, and reouired serarately licensed.
channels. Fi channels qre regarded as beneficial
supplements to AM; ...-

While this may very well be true, it

123

is important to understand

why it is that the Commission consistently resorts to this

approach. One way of looking at it is to view the FCC as an

organization that avoids conflict in order to simplify the

complexities of its task. It imposes a simplifying structure

on this complexity by considering the established system of

over-the-air television, in the absence of "coercive facts,"

as primary and the innovation is regarded as a "beneficial

supplement."

Most arguments that have been made by both polemicis,,s

and analysts of the STV have concentrated upon industry and

Congressional pressure as roots of the FCC's restrictive poli7

factors that shouldon STV. However, there are three important

be considered in this regard.

First, even before Congressional concern was directed

at this issue, the Commission, in 1955, formulated the frame-

work in whic'h it wolad evaluatt, STV, i.e., Will it be a
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"proper supplem,7nt" or will it impair the development of "free-
29

TV?" Second, as with the other cases, there were significant

industry differences on this issue. While VHF broadcasters

generally opposed the development of STV, most UHF interests,

represented by such organizations as the All-Channel Televisio

Society, favored subscription television. According to

Martin Firestone, counsel for ACTS:

the authorization of such a system will
under proper rea.ulatory conditions, aid
in the economic development of marginal
UHF stations in the larger television
markets, and will encourage the lightpg
up of presently dark UHF allocations.-iv

The reason for this was that most STV operators would turn to

UHF stations to air their programming and thus increase the

revenues of. UHF stations that were generally operating in the

red. Third, a primary concern of many opponents was not so

much the fact that the FCC was sanctioning the development of

STV, but that the Commission was becoming directly involved

with program regulation. As an ABC representative noted:

Commission experience demonstrates the
difficulty of 'turning the clock back'
after interests become established, after
the public has relied upon the Commission's
actions, and afcr substantial investments
have been made.--1

Recognizing the significance of established precedents for ti'm

Commission, many broadcasters feared that such controls might

now be more readily applied to them. It was for this reason

that the STV program restrictions were considered by Broadcast'n7
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magazine, a staunch opponent of STV, to benextending the FCC'
32

power over programming by an alarming degree."

It would thus appear to be overly simplistic to

consider Commission decision-making on STV as emanationg

entirely from external pressures. Rather, it is important to

consider the decisional process that has led to the develop-

ment of subscription television into an ancillary service as

emanating from additional sources. It is necessary to consider

the Commission's historical conception given both the complex-

ity of the FCC's task and the fact that it has not been confron-

ted with a severe disruption from that established system, i.ei,

it has not been struck with that significant "coercive fact"

to which I earlier made reference. As the Commission itself

has stated, it has tried to guarantee "that STV will be a

supplement and not a replacement for conventional free TV

33
service."
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Introduction

This thesis concerns the American system of broad-

casting and its regulation by the Federal Communications

Commission. My primary purpose is to do a comparative analysis

of decision-making processes and outcomes in four cases in-

volving broadcasting innovations. The latter include frequency

inter-

general-

maker

necessary

modulation (FM) radio, ultra-high frequency (UHF) television,

cable television (CATV), and subscription television (STV).

As a comparative case study, this analysis should be of

est to the social scientist concerned with developing

izationc about ''e-4e.;^n-making processec, outcomes, and the

relationships between them, as well as for the policy

who is interested in the kinds of processes that are

for achieving desired outcomes.

There have been many studies on the general topic of

broadcast regulation, as well as on the specific cases that

comprise my sphere of analysis. However, as my review of the

literature below indicates, with few exceptions., studies of

broadcasting innovations have focused on specific cases. Many

of these are good chronicles of events in these specific case

and, in some instances, interesting explanations have been

offered. I intend to build upon these case studies by filling,

in major gaps in the literature on each and, more importantly,,

by comparing the decision-making processes and outcomes across



2

cases. The need for comparative analysis in this area has

recently been expressed rather well by Le Duc in his study of

cable television:

while each specific agency action relating
to innovative challenge might be explained in
terms of its own unique facts, a comparison of
a substantial number of decisions concerning
similar types of challenges over an extended
period of time might reveal significant para-
llels in approach and resolution transcending
any explanation involving coincidental con-
sistency, the tactics of a particular coalition
of opponents, o2i. the attitudes of a specific
administration.'

This thesis is thus basically an attempt to discover those

"significant parallels in approach and resolution" which tran-

scend the particular circumstances of each case and which

might help us to better understand the operation of a govern-

ment agency charged with the regulation of a rapidly changing

industry.

As my review of the literature further indicates,

those studies that have suggested explanations have generally

done so based on specific assumptions about rational decision-1

making. I suggest another possible basis of explanation.

Specifically, .the following hypotheses are tested:

1. The most useful way to understand the processes

involved in decision-making on these four cases is to consider

the processes as responses to structural complexity that do

not conform to traditionally accepted notions about rational
2

decision-making.
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2. These processes have led to similar outcomes in

each of the four cases, i.e., each innovation has developed

into a role that is ancillary to the then dominant commercial

broadcasting system.

It is important to recognize that this analysis is

limited to one particular sphere of FCC activity- the regula-

tion of broadcasting. It does not deal explicitly with the

responsibility of the FCC to regulate the interstate rates and

services of telephone and telegraph common carrier companies.

However, conclusions based on the comparison of processes and

outcomes in the area of broadcasting innovations might prove

useful to the analyst in the field of common carrier regula-

tion. It should also be pointed out that this thesis does not

concern the entirety of the FCC's role in broadcasting. It is

not explicitly concerned with the licensing of stations, nor

with the review of program content. Both because of my inter-

est in the regulation of innovation and also because concentra-

tion in one area facilitates comparison, I have selected four

cases involved with broadcasting innovations. Finally, it

should be understood that this is not an explicitly historical

analysis. While I try to remain sensitive to the uniqueness of

the historical context out of which each case emanates, my

thesis is basically a comparative analysis. Much of tfie his-

torical work has already been done on these cases. I intend to

fill in some of the gaps in that work and build upon it through

a comparison of the processes and outcomes in each case. I now
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turn to an overview of two characteristics that have marked

the system of broadcasting in the United States in order to

set the context for my comparative analysis.
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The Historical Context! Growth and Criticism 

In a recent review article a British journalist

commented that "Everyone hates American television, apart
1

from the people who watch it." While the precise accuracy

of this statement might be subject to challenge, it is cer-

tainly true that two of the characteristics that have signif-

icantly marked the development of broadcasting in America have

been the rapidity of its growth and the amount of criticism

directed at the system.

It was less than sixty years ago that David Sarnoff

then an assistant manager at American Marconi, proposed the

development of a "Radio Music Box" which, he claimed, would

"make radio a 'household utility' in the same sense as the
2

piano or phonograph." Just six years later, after the use

of radio in World War I had lessened initial skepticism and

and after American Marconi had become the Radio Corporation

Of America, Sarnoff's novel idea became a commercial reality.'

In that year, 1922, $60 million was spent by the public on

receiving equipment. By 1924 sales had climbed to $358 mil-

3

Two years later, another idea of Sarnoff's was

fulfilled with the development of a major instrument of

broadcast industry growth- the network. In 1925 Sarnoff had

suggested putting



all stations of all parties into a broad-
casting company which can be made self-
supporting and probably revenue-producing,
the telm)hone company to furnish wires as
needed.'

A year later, RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse agreed

to form the National Broadcasting Company and lease lines

from A.T. and T. In 1927, NBC split into two national networks,

the "Red" and the "Blue" and the Columbia Phonograph Broad-

casting System, later known as CBS, was formed. Thus, less

than a decade into its commercial growth, the foundation was

substantially set for the development of broadcasting into a

national system.

While the economic consequences of the depression

were felt by the radio industry in the early thirties, broad-

casting continued to grow throughout that decade. The $200

million that was spent on radio sets in 1932 grew to $350 mil- ,

5
lion 1934. A major source of this growth was the development

of advertiser sponsored programming on the national networks.

This development marked a major change from the previous dec-

ade. For, in the twenties, the idea of using advertising to

finance the broadcasting system had been looked on either with

disfavor or was not considered at all. In the initial issue

of Radio Broadcast magazine, several suggestions were made for

financing the system including endowment by wealthy individual's

and local financing through tax revenues, but no mention at
6

all was made of advertising. The Radio Act of 1927 made merely

6

111



one oblique reference to advertising by reuiring that the

person or organization paying for time be named on the air as
7

such. An early A.T. and T. proposal for "toll broadcasting"

was considered by some to be "mercenary" and "positively
8

offensive." Nevertheless, this experiment in broadcasting by

A.T. and T. which centered on its chief station, WEAF in New

York, was instrumental in the development of sponsored network
9

broadcasting. Thus, by 1938, a year in which sponsors were
10

spending in excess of $150 million for time, there were 660

stations in operation and over 260 of these were affiliated
11

with either NBC or CBS. Broadcasting was among the few

industries for which the 1930s could be considered by analysts
12

as "easygoing years" that "saw commercial broadcasters
13

riding high."

World War II contributed to the slowdown in commer-

cial growth in the early forties. The commercial development

of such innovations as television and frequency modulation

radio was delayed until the end of the war. Nevertheless, as

in World War I, certain aspects of broadcasting were able

to grow more ranidly than would have perhaps been expected in f

peacetime. For example, the technical development of FM radio

was particularly assisted by its use in the war. The war also

gave rise to expanded uses of broadcasting such as the develop-

ment of an international broadcast news service. By the middle

of the decade there was considerable evidence of further com-

blished commerctal_s_y_s_temL_RY_Ithia_2_ 01101.
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time there were well over 900 stations on the air. Network

15
advertising sales had reached $200 million and NBC, forced

by the FCC and the Supreme Court to divest itself of its minor
16

network- "the Blue"- was able to sell it for $8 million.

The 1950s were marked by the growth of the television

In 1952, the year in which the FCC issued its Sixthindustry.

Retort and

there were

Order allocating television stations to localities.
1

108 stations on the air and 15 million sets. Three

years later there were 377 stations in operation and over 30
17

million receivers. By 1960 the latter figure had passed the
18

50 million mark and as of 1970 there were 84 million sets in
19

over 95% of American households. As of 1972 there were over
20

900 stations on the air and the average viewing time per
21

hour, per day has been estimated at 6.2 hours.

While home radio sales, undoubtedly influenced by

the television upsurge, leveled off in the early fifties,

growth picked up again in the early sixties when annual sales

of 20 million were recorded. This growth continued into the
22

late sixties when the 30 million mark was passed and in
23

1971 over 45 million sets were sold. By 1972 over 9000 AM

and FM stations were in operation and approximately 98% of
24

American households were equipped with radios.

The broadcasting industry, including both radio

and television, now generates in excess of $3 billion in net
25

annual revenues.

8
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The growth of broadcasting has been paralleled by

the amount of criticism directed at the system. One particular

focus of strident criticism began in the earliest days of

broadcasting. Radio Broadcast magazine pointed to it in its

first publication in 1922:

No one who reads this article will have to
consider very long what broadcast advertising
implies, before the presence of the difficulty
becomes apparent enough. The very thought of such
a thing growing to be common practice is suffic-
ient to give any true radio enthusiast the cold
shakes.20

It was not only the "enthusiast" who got the "cold shakes"

from the concept of advertising on the air. Many others felt

that the popularity of the system would dissipate were it to

continue being financed by commercial advertising. According

to Herbert Hoover, then responsible for the regulation of

radio as Secretary of Commerce:

I believe that the quickest way to kill
broadcasting would be to use it for direct
advertising. The reader of the newspaper has an
option whether he will read an ad or not, but
if a speech by the President is to be used as
the meat in a sandwich of two ratent medicing7
advertisements, there will be no radio left.4

There were several calls heard in the 1920s for the enactment

of legislation to prohibit the use of radio for advertising
28

purposes. No such ban was enacted, of course, but as the

Federal Radio Commission (the precursor of the FCC), began

its work in 1927, chief among the recommendations made to it

was the abolition of so-called "direct advertising" and the



29
confinement of advertising to the daytime hours.

This criticism continued unabated into the 1930s,

particularly among Congressmen and educators who were inter-

ested in reserving a number of channels for non-commercial use.

Particularly vocal among the former were Senator Burton K.

Wheeler who criticized the radio industry for having turned

the airwaves into a "pawnshop" and Senator James Couzens who

attempted without success to force the Federal Radio Commission
0

to limit advertising solely to an announcement of sponsorship.H

Joy Elmer Morgan was one of the more outspoken critics repre-

senting educational interests. In a 1931 article he criticized

the

giving away of radio frequencies of untold
value with no thought of compensation or no
reservation, as in the case of thli public
domain, for the use of education.-'

It should be noted that not all those concerned with advertis-

ing were critical of its role. In 1934, a group called' the

National Committee on Education by Radio published a collec-

tion of essays by people involved in the commercial broadcast-

ing system in order to defend the industry. Typical among

these essays is one by a radio manufacturer and former FRC

Commissioner Harold La Fount. Far from denying that "commer-

cialism is the heart of broadcasting in the United States,"

La Fount argues that it had contributed "everything" to the
32

system and was therefore "the life blood of the industry."

The 1940s saw criticism of the commercial basis of

10
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broadcasting coming from both the FCC as well as from a man

who helped lay the technical foundation for the industry. In

its 1941 Report on Chain Broadcastinp-, the FCC criticized

the increasing concentration of broadcasting control over
33

programming in the two chief commercial networks. The

order accompanying this report that led to the sale by NBC
34

of its minor network was later upheld by the Supreme Court.

In 1946 the FCC published a report on the Public Service

Responsibility  of Broadcast Licensees, the so-called "Blue

Book," in which what was considered both an excessive amount

of advertising and a paucity of local programming came under
35

criticism. One of the men who prepared this report was more

strident in his criticism of what he called "the networks'

abdication to the advertisers" in a book published in 1946.

In Radio's Second Chance Charles Siepmann argued that

Radio has become the drudge of advertising,
selling itself to big business for a hand-
some price, identified wit44it body and soul,
if any soul remains to it.3'

In that same year, Lee de Forest, who forty years earlier

had developed the "Audion"- a key element in the vacuum

tube- was even more vehement in his criticism of the system

that he had helped to develop. In a letter to the convention

of the National Association of Broadcasters, de Forest crit-

icized the industry for what he felt it had done to his

"child":

You have made of him a laughing stock to



intelligence ... you have cut time into
tiny segments called snots (more rightly
stains) wherewith the occasional fine
program is periodically smeared wit4,
impudent insistence to buy and try.'

In the last two decades criticism has continued to

parallel the rapid growth of broadcasting, particularly that

of the commercial television system. In addition to the often
38

cited statements of Newton Minow on the "vast wasteland"
39

and Spiro Agnew on network "censorship" have come popular

accounts that have focused particularly on the commercial
461

basis of broadcasting. Harry Skornia's Television and Society,
41

Les Brown's Television: The Business Behind the Box and
42

Martin Mayer'Q About melovion are good cxamples of the

Skornia focuses upon what he considers to be a

contradiction between profitability and the public interest.

He claims that the current system of broadcasting

is what it is now because this form of
'broadcasting is most profitable to those
who control it, not because it serves the
public interest better than, or even as we?4
as, any of a number of alternatives might.')

Brown concentrates on what he calls "the Three Rocks" (the

three major networks) arid argues that their basic function is

delivering the masses to advertisers:

In day-to-day commerce, television is not
so much interested in the business of
communications as in the business of
delivering people to advertisers. People
are the merchandise, not t):T shows. The
shows are merely the bait.'

Finally, Mayer argues that the system is dominated by what

12
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he calls "the mystical business of selling time."

Criticism of the broadcasting system has not been

directed solely at its commercial basis. Much of it has

focused upon the regulation of broadcasting and hence the

Federal Communications Commission. In fact, the staff of the

Hoover Commission concluded that no regulatory agency has been

attacked more than the FCC for a failure to do its job effect-
46

ively. More recently Krasnow and Longley, referring to the

FCC, have gone beyond this in stating that "perhaps no other

Federal agency has been the subject of as much vilification
47

and prolonged investigation ... ." A brief review of the

litcrauture on the FCC 'eaves one with the impreocion that

these are perhaps understatements.

A particular focus of this criticism has been on the

alleged restrictive influence that organizations such as the

FCC have brought to bear on new technologies. This has been

noted by Noll in his discussion of FCC responses to innovations
48

in the common carrier field, and by Le Due in his analysis

of cable television. The latter considers this restrictive in-

fluence as perhaps an inevitable feature of agencies such as

the FCC1

unless any structural bias against
technological competition ... is remedied
through modification of the agency's
regulatory process, each future advance
may be foredoomed to a series of restraints
no less severe tnan 148ose already experienced
by the cable medium.
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Finally, a recent Presidential Council also noted the tendency

of the FCC and other regulatory agencies

to shield all regulated modes often
without sufficient assessment of ...
efficiency factors that might intrinsic-
ally favor one of several modes.5°

What is the basis of this criticism? Several

possibilities are suggested by the literature. One basis upon

which the regulation of broadcasting has been subject to

critical analysis has been the alleged influence of particular

organizations on the regulatory process. Much of the litera-

ture on the FCC has concentrated on the extent to which the

Commission has supposedly been excessively sympathetic to the

interests of the broadcast industry. As early as 1935, Herring

conveyed what has become the belief of a good many analysts

and critics when he wrote that:

While talking in terms of the public interest,
convenience and necessity, the commission
actually chose to furthe i the ends of the
commercial broadcasters.''

The notion that the broadcasting industry exerts a tremendous

influence on the Commission's decision-making has been promi-

nent in three recent analyses. Noll claims that the "FCC's

conception of satisfactory public interest goals seems remark-

ably consistemt with the profitability goals of the broad-
52

caster." This has been echoed by Geller who argues that

"the one clear problem that must be faced is agency over-
53

identification with the industries regulated" and by Moore

who asserts that "the peculiar vision of regulators tends


